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Protein gelation is an interesting scientific phenomenon of wide commercial impact. 
Gels are used to control rheological properties in a number of industrial processes from 
petroleum to pharmaceutical and food industries. Gels are helpful in encapsulation of 
bioactive compounds, but may be objectionable in membrane processing. In this work two 
examples of gels will be considered, zein and whey protein gels. 
Zein, a major corn protein, is a mixture of the polypeptides -, γ-, -, and -zein. -
Zein is a major fraction comprising 70-85% of total zein mass and γ-zein is the second most 
abundant at 10-20%. Commercial zein extracted from corn gluten meal, a byproduct of corn 
wet-milling, contains mostly -zein while a new potential zein product obtained from ground 
corn in dry-grind ethanol operations contains also -zein with a substantial amount of γ-zein. 
γ-Zein has a high cysteine content relative to α-zein and is believed to affect zein rheological 
properties.  
Rheological properties of zein were investigated by ARES-G2 rheometer. Modulus 
data showed that zein samples containing -zein had measureable gelation times under 
experimental conditions, contrary to samples with no -zein, where gelation was not detected. 
Results were attributed to the formation of disulfide bonds by the cysteine in γ-zein. The 
presence of -zein also contributed to the porous structure of cast zein films leading to high 
water vapor permeability while films cast from -zein showed packed layers of relatively 
lower permeability.  
Whey protein gels were used to entrap nanosized droplets of lutein and stabilize them 
against re-aggregation. Gels were produced in and ethanol-water media and later freeze-dried 
to stabilize them for storage. Results of this work are expected to be useful in the design of 
zein extraction processes, the development of zein films, and protein gel applications.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Zein, a major protein in corn, is attractive to the food and pharmaceutical industries 
because of its ability to form coatings and films (Lin et al., 2011; Wang and Padua, 2003). It 
has also been investigated for its application in encapsulation (Xiao et al., 2011), as drug 
delivery base (Jiang and Yang, 2011), and in tissue scaffolding (Jiang et al., 2010). Zein is a 
heterogeneous mixture of polypeptides, which are classified as α-, β-, -, and -zein based on 
their amino acid sequence, solubility, and apparent molecular weight (MW) (Esen, 1986; 
Thompson and Larkins, 1989; Wlison, 1991). -Zein is the most abundant fraction 
comprising 70-85% of total zein in corn, followed by γ- (10-20%), - (1-5%), and -zein (1-
5%). All zein fractions are amphiphilic. They contain both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
amino acid residues in their sequence. Zein is soluble in alcohol-water mixtures.  
Zein is commercially extracted from corn gluten meal (CGM), a byproduct from the 
corn wet- milling process. Commercial zein is mostly α-zein (Wilson, 1988). Zein extracted 
from ground corn in ethanol manufacture by dry-grind is now available. It contains not only 
α-, but also -zein (Anderson and Lamsal, 2011). Both, - and γ-zein are have similar amino 
acid composition, except γ-zein is rich in cysteine. High cysteine content is believed to affect 
zein rheological properties and induce gelation of zein solutions, a troublesome event in zein 
extraction processes (Pomes, 1971). Gelation could be the result of zein denaturation or due 
to disulfide cross-linking and non-covalent or hydrophobic interactions. Gelation and other 
rheological parameters of zein solutions are influenced by the amino acid composition of the 
polypeptides involved, solvent type and pH.  
Gelation phenomena are routinely studied by measuring the viscoelastic parameters, 
storage modulus (G) and loss modulus (G), which in a small amplitude oscillatory sweep 
test represent solid-like and liquid-like properties of materials (Barnes, 2000), respectively. 
The gelation point, which represents the transition between liquid-like to solid-like 
behaviors, is determined as the intersection between G and G. The ARES rheometer is well 
suited to monitor changes in viscoelastic properties of materials. 
The presence γ-zein not only affects the rheological behavior of zein solutions but it 
is also thought to impact the formation of zein films. Zein films have been investigated for 
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their potential as edible films and sustainable packaging. Films are usually prepared by 
casting zein solutions on appropriate substrates (Gennadios et al., 1993; Lai and Padua 1997). 
Subsequent solvent evaporation drives the self-assembly of zein molecules into films (Wang 
and Padua, 2010; Wang et al., 2008). Typical zein films are clear and brittle, thus requiring 
plasticization. They show better water barrier properties than polysaccharide-based films and 
hydrophilic proteins. However, water vapor permeability of zein films is normally two orders 
of magnitude higher than that of low density polyethylene films (Krochta, 2002). 
The overall goal of this study is to investigate the effect of -zein on rheological 
behavior, microstructure, and film formation ability of zein. The specific objectives are to 
investigate the: 
 Effect of -zein, ethanol content and pH of the solvent on rheology of zein solutions. 
 Effect of -zein disulfide bonds on gelation of zein solutions. 
 Effect of -zein on water vapor permeability of zein films.  
 Effect of gel formation on the entrapment of bioactive compounds. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Corn or maize is one of the most important crops in the U.S. In 2012, the total world 
production of corn was nearly 850 million metric tons, of which the U.S. produced about 
one-third (National Corn Growers Association, 2013). Corn kernel consists mainly of four 
parts, endosperm (82% db), germ (12%), pericarp (5%) and tip cap (1%). The main 
components are starch (62%), followed by protein (8%) and oil (4%). Starch is mainly found 
in the endosperm (87% db). Proteins are located in the endosperm and germ. Oil is primarily 
in the germ (Shukla and Cheryan, 2001). 
Corn is processed primarily by four methods: wet milling, dry milling, alkaline 
processing, and the dry grind process for ethanol production. The primary products of wet 
milling are starch and oil, while dry grind plants produce mainly ethanol (Watson and 
Ramstad, 1987). Alkaline processed and dry milled corn go directly to human consumption. 
In the last decade, corn usage to produce ethanol in the U.S. has climbed to 30%. In recent 
years, ethanol has become an important product of corn wet milling.  
The expansion of corn ethanol production has led to an increasing amount of protein-
rich byproducts destined mainly to feed lots. These byproducts are in need of development 
into value-added products. Zein is an interesting protein co-product from corn ethanol 
manufacture.  
 
2.1 Zein 
Zein is the main storage protein of corn and comprises 50-60% of total endosperm 
protein. It is classified as prolamin, as it contains large amounts of the amino acids proline 
and glutamine. It is soluble in alcoholic solutions. It has low nutritional value because it lacks 
in the essential amino acids lysine and tryptophan. However, zein is recognized for its film-
forming ability (Shukla and Cheryan, 2001). Thus, zein offers several potential advantages as 
a raw material for biodegradable packaging, coatings, and encapsulation material in the food 
and pharmaceutical industries.  
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2.1.1 Nomenclature 
Zein is a mixture of proteins which can be separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) into α-, β-, -, and -zein. According to 
Esen’s classification (Esen, 1987), α-zein has an apparent molecular weight of 21-25 and a 
smaller fraction at 10 kDa; β-zein, 17-18 kDa; and γ-zein, 27 kDa. Later work by Thompson 
and Larkins’s (1989), α-zein was classified at 19 and 22 kDa, β-zein at 14 kDa, -zein at 27 
and 16 kDa, and -zein at 10 kDa. Esen (1990) re-categorized the 10 kDa fraction as -zein 
and the 18 kDa as γ-zein. The proposed nomenclature systems of zein are summarized in 
Figure 2.1. The α-zein is the most abundant fraction, accounting for 70-85% of the total zein, 
followed by γ-zein (10-20%), β-zein (1-5%) and -zein (1-5%) (Wilson, 1991). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Zein nomenclature systems as proposed by Esen (1987; 1990) and Thompson and 
Larkins (1989). 
 
 
2.1.2 Amino acid composition 
All zein fractions are considered to be amphiphilic since they contain both 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids (Table 2.1). Analysis of the overall amino acid 
composition of the zein fraction reveals a group of hydrophobic proteins, rich in glutamine, 
leucine, proline, and alanine, but low in the essential amino acids lysine and tryptophan 
(Coleman and Larkins, 1999). 
  Esen Thompson and  Larkins           Esen 
(1987)                (1989)          (1990) 
   
   
   
   
   
   
 (27)  (27)  
 (10) 
 (27) 
 (21-25)  (22)  (22) 
 (19)  (19) 
 (18)  (17-18) 
 (16)  (17) 
 (14) 
 (10)  (10) 
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Table 2.1 Amino acid composition of α-, γ-, -, and -zein. 
Amino acid 
(aa) 
Amino acid # 
α-Zein 
(19 kDa)
a
 
α-Zein 
(22 kDa)
a
 
γ-Zein 
(27 kDa)
b
 
γ-Zein 
(16 kDa)
c
 
β-Zein 
(15 kDa)
d
 
-Zein 
(10 kDa)
e
 
Alanine 35 41 16 20 28 15 
Valine 7 15 17 10 7 5 
Leucine  48 51 25 19 19 20 
Isoleucine 11 11 4 2 2 3 
Methionine 3 6 2 4 20 31 
Phenylalanine 13 10 2 7 1 6 
Tryptophan 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Proline 22 21 51 25 15 20 
Glycine 2 3 13 15 14 4 
Serine 19 16 10 11 11 10 
Threonine 8 10 10 6 3 6 
Tyrosine 8 7 4 8 12 1 
Asparagine 11 13 0 1 3 3 
Glutamine 43 49 30 31 25 15 
Aspartic acid 1 0 0 0 1 1 
Glutamic acid 1 1 2 3 3 0 
Lysine 1 1 0 1 1 1 
Arginine 3 3 6 3 5 0 
Histidine 1 5 16 4 0 3 
Cysteine 3 1 15 12 8 6 
Total  240 265 223 183 180 150 
Polar (%) 42.65 42.26 47.53 51.91 50.00 33.37 
Nonpolar (%) 57.35 57.74 52.47 48.09 50.00 66.67 
Cysteine (%) 0.84 0.38 6.73 6.56 4.49 4.00 
a 
Coleman and Larkins, 1999 
b
 Woo et al., 2001 
c 
Marks et al., 1985 
d
 Pederson et al., 1986 
e
 Kirihara et al., 1988 
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2.1.3 Solubility 
-Zein does not dissolve in anhydrous ethanol or pure water. It can be dissolved in 
primary solvents including pyridine and formic acid (Evans, 1941), secondary solvents 
including mixtures of alcohols and water and acetone and water (Manley and Evans, 1943). 
Among them, aqueous alcohols are the most often used since they are relatively easy to 
recover (Swallen, 1941a). -Zein is normally dissolved in 60-95% aqueous ethanol. 
Solubility of -zein in water can be increased by either acidic or alkaline deamidation or 
enzymatic modification. Acid or alkali treatments with HCl (pH < 1) or NaOH (pH > 12) are 
commonly used to convert glutamine and asparagine amino acids to acid or salt forms. 
Alkaline solubility has been attributed to the phenolic hydroxyl group of the amino acid 
tyrosine. About 25% of the amino acid residues of zein contain an amide group and 10% of 
the residues in zein are proline. Thus, zein is also soluble in ammonia (Shukla and Cheryan, 
2001). Zein samples containing -, -, -, and -zein are soluble in 60% ethanol but insoluble 
in 95% ethanol. 
 
2.1.4 Zein production 
Zein is commercially extracted from corn gluten meal (CGM). Commercial zein from 
CGM is produced by two main companies, Freeman Industries (Tuckahoe, NY) now owned 
by Flo Chemical Corp. (Ashburnham, MA) and Showa Sangyo (Tokyo, Japan). Recently, 
zein which is extracted from ground corn before the dry-grind ethanol process has been 
introduced to the market by Prairie Gold Inc. (Bloomington, IL) (Anderson, 2011).  
 
2.1.5 Zein extracted from CGM 
Zein was manufactured on a large scale by Corn Products Corporation (CPC) from 
1939 to1967. It is currently manufactured in U.S. by Freeman Industries and in Japan by 
Showa Sangyo Corp. One of the commercial processes is shown in Figure 2.2. CGM, dried 
or wet is mixed with 86–88% IPA or 93–95% ethanol at high pH and elevated temperature 
(50-60°C) in either a batch or continuous extractor for 30 min to 2 h. The extract is filtered 
and/or centrifuged. The filtrate, containing zein (6% w/v) and impurities, is clarified by 
standing or vacuum filtration and then cooled. A non-solvent for zein (e.g. toluol, hexane, or 
benzene) is then added to extract the non-protein impurities such as fats and color pigments. 
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The zein is finally precipitated either in excess amounts of cold water or at low temperatures 
(-15 to -25°C). It is then vacuum dried and ground to yield a light yellow product. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 CPC process for production of zein from corn gluten meal. Adapted from Swallen 
(1938; 1941a,b). 
 
 
2.1.6 Zein extracted from ground corn 
A recent release of a commercial zein implemented within the dry-grind ethanol 
process has been made by Prairie Gold Inc. (Bloomington, IL). Their product is called corn 
oil and protein extracted zein or COPE-zein and is extracted from ground corn at the front 
end of the dry-grind ethanol process. The COPE process (Figure 2.3) produces both corn oil 
and commercial quality zein. The process uses 90–100% aqueous ethanol to extract mainly 
corn oil and small amounts of zein from ground corn. A second extraction with 60–90% 
aqueous ethanol yields the majority of zein. Ultrafiltration of extracts allows oil and zein to 
be collected and solvent to be recycled into the system (Cheryan, 2002). Size-exclusion 
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chromatography can be used with this technology to further purify and separate zein from the 
pigments and oils. The benefit of such zein is that it has not been altered by either steeping or 
fermentation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 COPE process for production of zein from ground corn (Cheryan, 2006). 
 
 
2.1.7 Effect of raw materials (CMG, ground corn) in zein quality 
Commercially available zein differs significantly from that prepared by direct solvent 
extraction of raw whole corn (Boundy et al., 1967). This is primarily because commercial 
zein is manufactured from wet-millers’ CGM. Wet-milling involves the steeping of corn in a 
solution of sulfur dioxide (SO2), a reducing agent which cleaves disulfide bonds between 
zein chains to facilitate starch separation. Once reduced, -zein becomes water-soluble 
(Paulis and Wall, 1977) and is discarded with the steep water. Therefore, commercial zein 
extracted from CGM contains mostly α-zein (Wilson, 1988). However, zein extracted from 
ground corn contains both α- and γ-zein, probably because the steep process has not been 
applied (Anderson and Lamsal, 2011). 
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2.1.8 Zein molecular structure 
-Zein 
-Zein, the major zein peptide in maize, is present as alcohol-soluble monomers, 
dimers and oligomers. Their amino acid sequence contains peptide repeat motifs of 20 
residues, which are rich in leucine, alanine and glutamine. Nine repeats are present in the 19 
kDa -zein and ten in the 22 kDa -zein.   
Argos and coworkers (1982) examined the 
structure of -zein. The polar and nonpolar 
characteristics of amino acid residues, as well as the 
homologous repeat units in their primary sequences, 
suggested a structure of nine adjacent, topologically 
antiparallel helices clustered within a cylinder (Figure 
2.4a). Polar residues distributed along the helical 
surfaces allowed intra-molecular hydrogen bonding 
such that zein molecules could be arranged in planes. 
The proposed glutamine rich turns located between the 
helices and at the cylindrical caps would favor side 
chain interactions resulting in stacking of the molecular 
planes. 
Matshusima and coworkers (1997) proposed a 
ribbon-like shape of zein which a dimensions of a =13 
nm, b =1.2 nm, and c =3 nm (Figure 2.4b). The 
elongated model for the monomer would be relatively 
flexible, although intra-hydrogen bonds may contribute 
to its stability, as Argos (1982) considered. However, 
because the elongated model has a large hydrophobic 
surface in the ac plane (perpendicular to the direction of 
the b-axis), two-dimensional hydrophobic aggregation 
could occur easily and would theoretically be infinitely 
extendable. Such aggregates (oligomers) are expected to 
be fully stable. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
 
Figure 2.4 Molecular structure of 
-zein according to: (a) Argos et 
al. (1982), (b) Matshusima et al. 
(1997), (c) Momany et al. (2006). 
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suggest that -zein exist as aggregates rather than monomers in 70% v/v aqueous ethanol. 
That the oligomers promote the stability of the structures is similar to the effects in the 
collagen triple helix and -helix coiled coils.  
Momany and coworkers (2006) proposed that zein structure was composed similarly 
of 9 -helices arranged in super-helical structures of 3 helices each stacked end to end 
(Figure 2.4c). This is a computational model obtained by folding the 9 individually, aligning 
them according to an arbitrary best guess. Energy force fielded minimization simulations 
using AMBER were performed. The authors showed a mechanism by which lutein (the 
yellow pigment in corn) may bind in the interior of the protein super helices, thereby possibly 
explain why it was difficult to remove lutein from zein solutions. 
 
-Zein 
-Zein, the second most abundant group of proteins in corn, is high in cysteine. -Zein 
is synthesized by endosperm cells and stored together with other zein fractions (, , and ) 
in specialized organelles called protein bodies (PBs), which are synthesized in the rough 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). -Zein has gained attention because it is believed necessary for 
protein accumulation within the organelle, as well as being involved in protein body 
formation. Results from studies in corn suggested a model in which prolamins are organized 
into PBs by specific interactions between sulfur-rich and sulfur-poor prolamins (Bagga et al., 
1997; Coleman et al., 1996). A small diameter PB apparently contains cysteine-rich - and -
zeins which are cross-linked by disulfide bonds. - and -Zeins penetrate the matrix of - 
and -zeins and expand the PB into a larger spherical structure that reaches a diameter of 1 to 
2 m. The amount of β- and -zein in the PBs may limit its growth (Herman and Larkins, 
1999). 
-Zein amino acid sequences reveal four characteristic structural domains: (1) an N-
terminal, (2) a proline-rich tandem repeat domain (VHLPPP), (3) a proline-Xaa (P-X) linker 
domain, and (4) a large cysteine-rich C-terminal domain (Figure 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5 Amino acid sequence of -zein (Woo et al., 2001). 
 
 
It has been difficult to obtain information on the secondary structure of -zein because 
its molecules tend to aggregate by disulfide bonds. The addition of reducing agents may 
break disulfide linkages and lead to the monomer form but the native molecular structure is 
destroyed. However, the synthetic repeat units of VHLPPP showed an interesting structural 
feature. The peptide (VHLPPP) 8 in aqueous solution adopts a helical polyproline II (PPII) 
conformation (Figure 2.6) (Herman and Larkins, 1999). It has been suggested that the self-
assembly of -zein through its proline-rich repetitive sequence (VHLPPP) provides the ER 
retention mechanism for this protein (Kogan et al., 2002). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6 A single octamer molecule modeled adopting a PPII conformation. Hydrophobic 
leucine and valine side-chains are in yellow and polar (protonated) histidine side-chains in 
blue (Herman and Larkins, 1999). 
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 The presence of -zein of zein extracted from ground corn was thought to contribute 
to the gelation of zein solutions, which considered troublesome in extraction process.  
 
2.1.9 Rheological properties 
Rheology is the branch of science that deals with the flow and deformation of 
materials. Rheology plays an important role in food manufacture and marketing. Rheological 
properties of various food systems are important in process design, quality control, in 
predicting storage and stability, and in understanding and designing texture (Sahin and 
Sumnu, 2006). A frequent reason for measuring rheological properties in quality control is 
batch to batch consistency. For this purpose, flow behavior is an indirect measure product 
consistency and quality. Flow behavior studies are also useful in assessment of process 
ability. A high viscosity liquid requires more power to pump than a low viscosity one. 
Knowledge of materials rheological behavior is therefore useful when designing pumping 
and piping systems. It has been suggested that rheology is one of the most sensitive methods 
for material characterization because flow behavior is responsive to properties such as 
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution (Braun and Rosen, 2000). Rheological 
measurements are also useful in monitoring chemical changes. Such measurement can be 
employed as quality check or in process control. Rheological measurements may allow the 
study of chemical, mechanical, thermal treatments, the effect of additives or the course of a 
curing reaction. 
 
2.1.10 Rheological characterization of solutions 
 Viscosity 
 Viscosity is the physical property that characterizes the flow resistance of simple 
fluids. Newton’s law of viscosity defines the relationship between the shear stress and shear 
rate of a fluid subjected to a mechanical stress. The ratio of shear stress to shear rate is a 
constant, for a given temperature and pressure, and is defined as the viscosity (Sahin and 
Servit, 2006). 
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2.1.11 Types of viscous behavior 
 Newtonian fluids 
Newtonian fluids are those having a constant viscosity dependent on temperature but 
independent of the applied shear rate. This means that when shear stress is plotted against 
shear rate at a given temperature, the plot shows a straight line with a constant slope that is 
independent of shear rate. This slope is called the viscosity of the fluid (Figure 2.7). Low 
molecular weight liquids and solutions of low molecular weight substances in liquids such as 
water, syrup, salt solutions, and ethanol are usually Newtonian. Viscosity can be calculated 
from the following equation (Rao, 2010): 
 
μ = τ/(d/dt) 
 
where μ is the viscosity, d/dt is the shear rate, and τ the rate of strain.  
 
non-Newtonian fluids  
non-Newtonian fluids are broadly defined as those for which the relationship shear 
rate/shear stress is not constant. In other words, when the shear rate varies, the shear stress 
does not vary in the same proportion. The viscosity of such fluids will therefore change as 
the shear rate is varied. The measured viscosity is called ‘apparent viscosity’. non-Newtonian 
flow can be envisioned by thinking of any fluid as a mixture of molecules with different 
shapes and sizes. As they pass by each other (as happens during flow) their size, shape, and 
cohesiveness will determine how much force is required to move them along. At each 
specific rate of shear, an alignment may be different and more or less force may be required 
to maintain motion. There are several types of non-Newtonian flow behavior characterized 
by the way a fluid changes in response to variations in shear rates. The most common types 
are shear thinning and shear thickening. When the viscosity of a fluid decreases with 
increasing shear rate, the fluid is called shear-thinning or pseudoplastic. In the opposite case 
where the viscosity increases as the fluid is subjected to a high shear rate, the fluid is called 
shear-thickening or dilatant (Rao, 2010) (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Flow curves for: (a) shear thinning fluids, (b) Newtonian fluids, (c) shear-
thickening fluids. Adapted from Figura and Teixeira (2007). 
 
 
The viscosity for the power-law fluid can be expressed as: 
 
η = K(d/dt)n−1 
 
where η is apparent viscosity, K is a consistency index, (d/dt) is the shear rate, and n is a 
dimensionless number that relates to closeness to Newtonian flow. For a Newtonian liquid, n 
= 1; for a shear thinning, n < 1, and for shear thickening, n > 1. The farther the value of n is 
from 1, the greater is the deviation from Newtonian flow. For example, a food with a value of 
n = 0.9 is fairly close to Newtonian flow, whereas another with n =0.3, deviates substantially 
from Newtonian flow (Bourne, 2002).  
 
2.1.12 Rheological characterization of food gels  
A gel is a solid-in-liquid colloid in which the solid phase forms a network structure 
that immobilizes the liquid resulting in solid-like properties. A gel can also be described as a 
substantially cross-linked diluted system that exhibits no steady state flow (Tabilo-Munizaga 
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and Barbosa-Canovas, 2005). The initial state can be a solution, dispersion, or suspension. 
Gelation arises either from chemical cross-linking by way of covalent reactions or from 
physical cross-linking through polymer-polymer interactions. The macromolecular 
substances responsible for network formation in food systems are primarily polysaccharides 
and proteins. 
Gelation phenomena involving zein has been observed for a long time. Swallen 
(1941a) reported that the water content of zein alcoholic solutions affected their gelation rate. 
Lower water content of solvent led to slower gelling rates than higher water content. Evans 
and Manley (1946) also reported that zein solutions of lower ethanol content gelled faster 
than the ones with higher ethanol content. Zein (20% w/v) in 90 % ethanol would not set to a 
gel in two weeks at 40C, while it gelled in less than a day at the same temperature when 
70% was used as a solvent. Fu and Weller (1999) mentioned that zein solutions were not 
stable. The zein tended to develop cloudiness that set spontaneously over time into a solid 
gel. 
 
2.1.13 Viscoelasticity 
All foods have unique flow curves and this information is useful in a large number of 
industrial applications. However, many phenomena cannot be described by the viscosity 
function alone, such as gelation phenomena and elastic behavior.  
Viscoelasticity is the property of materials that exhibit both viscous and elastic 
characteristics when undergoing deformation (Sheng, 2010). Viscous materials resist shear 
flow and strain linearly with time when a stress is applied. Elastic materials strain when 
stretched and quickly return to their original state once the stress is removed. Viscoelastic 
materials have elements of both these properties and, as such, exhibit time-dependent strain.   
 
2.1.14 Measurement of viscoelastic properties 
Because gels are viscoelastic materials, dynamic rheological tests are well suited for 
studying gelation of solutions. Oscillatory testing is ideal for following the rebuilding of the 
microstructure of sheared systems or for tracking the setting or curing of gelling systems 
(Barnes, 2000). Rotational rheometers can operate in continuous rotation and oscillation 
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modes. Major suppliers of the rotational rheometers include Thermo Electron (Haake), Anton 
Paar (Physica MCR), and TA Instruments (Schoff and Kamarchik, 2004) 
The ARES-G2 from TA Instruments is the most advanced rheometer for research and 
materials development. It is the only rheometer with dual-head, or separate motor and 
transducer, technology developed for highest accuracy in rheological measurements. It 
provides information on viscosity as a function of shear rate or stress, time and temperature 
dependence, and information of viscoelastic properties with respect to time, temperature, 
frequency, and stress/strain. 
 
Oscillatory tests  
The basic principle of an oscillatory rheometer is to induce a sinusoidal shear 
deformation in the sample and measure the resultant stress response. To measure 
viscoelasticity, a viscoelastic dispersion is poured into a cup and a concentrically cylinder 
(bob) is lowered into the material. The cup oscillates in a sinus wave motion and the force 
which the material is transferring is measured by the concentric cylinder (Figure 2.8a). The 
force will also follow a sinus wave of the same frequency as the cup, but displaced in 
comparison to the movement. The displacement is measured as a phase angle or shift (), and 
the variations correspond to the character of the material. A totally elastic material, such as 
steel, has no displacement at all and the phase angle δ = 0°, while liquids show maximal 
displacement and δ = 90° (Schramm, 1994; Steffe, 1996). If the phase angle is within 
0° < δ < 90°, the material is called viscoelastic (Figure 2.8b). 
Storage modulus (G′) and loss modulus (G″) are the parameters used to describe viscoelastic 
behavior of materials. G′ is a measure of the deformation energy stored in the sample during 
the shear process and represents the elastic behavior of a sample. It can be calculated with the 
equation: 
G = (0/0) cos() 
 
G″ is a measure of the deformation energy used up by the sample during shear. This 
energy is lost to the sample and represents its viscous behavior. It can be calculated using the 
equation: 
G = (0/0) sin() 
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Figure 2.8 Diagram of: (a) a rheometer for viscoelastic measurements, (b) phase angle 
detected from the measurement. 
 
 
If G′ is much larger than G″, the material will behave more like a solid; that is, the 
deformations will be essentially elastic or recoverable. However, if G″ is much larger than 
G′, the energy used to deform the material is dissipated viscously and the material behavior is 
liquid-like (Rao, 2007). 
 
Oscillatory time sweep tests 
Polymeric materials may undergo macro- or micro-structural rearrangements with 
time that affect their rheological behavior. Oscillatory time sweeps directly provide the 
necessary information on how a material changes with time. Depending on the sample tested, 
information on polymer degradation, dispersion settling, curing information and/or time 
dependent thixotropy, may be obtained. In an oscillatory time sweep test, the gelation point 
can be detected by crossover of G′ and G″. To accurately evaluate the relations between 
molecular structure and viscoelastic behavior, experiments must be conducted in regions 
where the viscoelastic properties observed are independent of imposed stress or strain levels. 
This is called the linear viscoelastic region (Mezger, 2006).  
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Determination of linear viscoelastic region 
The linear region can be measured for a material using a strain sweep test. In the 
strain sweep test, the frequency of the test is fixed and the amplitude is incrementally 
increased. To determine the linear viscoelastic region, the storage modulus should be plotted 
against the amplitude as the amplitude is the control variable (Figure 2.9). To find the end of 
the linear region, a good rule is to find the amplitude at which the initial value of the storage 
modulus changes by 5% (eg. the storage modulus at the lowest amplitude in the sweep) 
(Bhattacharya et al., 2008). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Dynamic strain sweep test. Adapted from Bhattacharya et al. (2008). 
 
 
Determination of the critical gelation point 
To determine the gel point of solutions, the G′ and G″, moduli are measured as a 
function of time as shown in Figure 2.10. At early times, both moduli are low and the elastic 
portion G′ is much smaller than the viscous portion G″, indicating that liquid-like dominates 
the system. As the crosslinking reaction progresses, the molecular weight of the polymers 
increases, increasing both the viscosity and relative contribution of the elastic modulus G′. 
The cross-over point, where G′ = G, is defined as the gelation point. After the gelation point, 
the elastic modulus G′ becomes larger than the viscous modulus G″, indicating a more solid-
like behavior of the system. The elastic G′ and viscous G″ moduli approach their equilibrium 
values over time. Stiffer gels will have a higher elastic modulus (Grillet, 2012).  
Linear viscoelastic region 
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Figure 2.10 Shear moduli as a function of time during crosslinking reaction of a silicone gel 
(Grillet, 2012). 
 
 
2.2 Zein Films 
The ability of zein to form films is well recognized. Zein films are transparent, 
glossy, grease proof, tasteless, and resistant to microbial attack (Shukla and Cheryan, 2001), 
which led to numerous zein applications in coating and encapsulation for food and 
pharmaceutical industries. Several studies have been conducted for its application as 
biodegradable plastics aimed to reduce the use of petroleum-based polymers and their 
environmental effects.  
 
2.2.1 Film preparation 
Zein films are generally cast from alcoholic solutions. These are prepared by 
dissolving zein in warm aqueous ethanol or isopropanol and pouring onto nonstick substrates 
(Lai and Padua 1997). The solvent is allowed to evaporate and a free-standing film is peeled 
off the substrate. Films are believed to form through the development of hydrophobic, 
hydrogen, and limited disulfide bonds between zein chains (Gennadios et al., 1994). Hsu and 
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coworkers (2005) indicated that hydrophobic interaction played a major role in the formation 
of zein films. The interaction of zein molecules to form films can be explained by self-
induced self-assembly mechanisms (Wang and Padua, 2010; Wang et al., 2008). During 
drying, ethanol evaporates faster than water creating an increasingly hydrophilic environment 
for zein molecules, which tend to associate by hydrophobic interactions. Zein molecules can 
form spheres, sponges, or films depending on concentration of zein and ethanol content of 
solvents (Wang and Padua, 2010).  
Zein is a relatively hydrophobic and thermoplastic material. The hydrophobic nature 
of zein is related to its high content of non-polar amino acids (Shukla and Cheryan, 2001). 
Technically, the films made from an alcohol soluble protein like zein, have relatively high 
barrier properties compared to other proteins. However, zein films are normally brittle. 
Plasticizers are added to improve their flexibility (Parris and Coffin, 1997). A plasticizer acts 
as a lubricant between molecular chains. It can interpose itself between polymer chains thus 
separating them and decreasing intermolecular forces between polymers (Entwistle and 
Rowe, 1978). The mobility of polymers increases after the addition of plasticizers. However, 
plasticizers may increase permeability to gases and water vapor due to an increase in free 
volume between chains (Cherian et al., 1995; Gontard et al., 1993). 
Zein films that are plasticized with hydrophilic plasticizers such as sorbitol, glycerol, 
and fructose normally show high water vapor permeability because plasticizers act as 
hygroscopic materials or humectants which retain moisture in the plasticized films 
(Ghanbarzadeh et al., 2006; Ghanbarzadeh et al., 2007). Zein films plasticized with fatty acid 
such as stearic acid, linoleic, and oleic acid have lower water vapor permeability due to low 
water absorption of fatty acids (Lawton, 2004; Lai and Padua, 1998; Lai et al., 1997). 
However, saturated fatty acids such as palmitic and stearic acid are sensitive to temperature, 
lack supporting strength, and are difficult to apply. Unsaturated fatty acid such as oleic acid 
which is considered to have liquid crystalline state of oleic acid at room temperature provide 
more flexibility to zein films (Yoshimoto and Sato, 1994). 
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2.2.2 Film barrier properties 
Gas and vapor permeability  
Permeability is defined as the quantification of permeate transmission, gas or vapor, 
through a resisting material (Gajdos et al., 2001; Pauly, 1999). So, the concept of 
permeability is normally associated with the quantitative evaluation of the barrier properties 
of polymers. In a material without defects like pinholes or cracks, the mechanism for gas and 
water vapor flow through a film or coatings involves three main steps which are 1) 
adsorption of permeating molecules into the polymer at the higher concentration side, 2) 
diffusion of permeates through the polymer, driven by a concentration gradient, 3) desorption 
of permeate from the opposite surface (Figure 2.11) (Siracusa, 2012; Wijmans and Baker, 
1995).  
According to Felder and Huvard (1980), sorption and transport of properties are 
impacted by the composition and morphology of polymers. Water absorption is directly 
affected by structure and nature of materials, for instance, high water absorption could be due 
to the presence of pores and cracks. A hydrophilic material will show more water absorption 
than a hydrophobic one. Various properties of materials such as mechanical, electrical and 
optical properties may change after water absorption; therefore, the tendency of a material to 
repel or absorb water is key factor when choosing application materials. 
Diffusion processes often refer to the movement of small diffusants in the barrier 
(Brown, 1993). The diffusion of small molecules into polymers is a function of both the 
polymer and the permeate. Diffusion depends on the size, shape, and polarity of the 
penetrating molecules, and on the crystallinity, degree of cross-linking, and segmental 
motions of polymer chains in the matrix. In general, the rate of diffusion is proportional to 
the flexibility of polymer chains, and inversely related to density, degree of crystallinity, 
filler concentration, and crosslink density of the polymer. The process may involve random 
jumps and hole filling by small diffusant molecules (Felder and Huvard, 1980). 
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Figure 2.11 General mechanism of gas or vapor permeation through a plastic film. Adapted 
from Siracusa (2012). 
 
 
2.2.3 Surface hydrophobicity 
The applications of zein films as protective coatings or packaging materials are 
impacted by their surface properties, morphology and hydrophobicity. Hydrophobicity of 
polymer surfaces has been investigated as it is related to barrier properties of polymers 
(Yoshino et al., 2002). A polymer with hydrophobic surface shows a tendency not to adsorb 
water or be wetted by water while a hydrophilic surface has a tendency to adsorb water or be 
wetted by water.  
Contact angle determination is a widely used method to characterize surface 
hydrophobicity. Contact angle involves measuring the angle formed between the solid and 
the tangent to the drop surface. If the liquid is very strongly attracted to the solid surface (for 
example water on a strongly hydrophilic solid) the droplet will completely spread out on the 
solid surface and the contact angle will be close to 0° (Myers, 1999). On many highly 
hydrophilic surfaces, water droplets will exhibit contact angles of 0° to 30°. Less strongly 
hydrophilic solids will have a contact angle up to 90° (Figure 2.12). A membrane being 
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hydrophilic means it has the tendency to allow liquid to enter the pores. This condition 
reflects better wetting, better adhesiveness, and higher surface energy. 
If the solid surface is hydrophobic, the contact angle will be larger than 90°. On 
highly hydrophobic surfaces the surfaces have water contact angles as high as 150° or even 
nearly 180° (Figure 2.12). On these surfaces, water droplets simply rest on the surface, 
without actually wetting it to any significant extent. In regard to membrane behavior, 
hydrophobicity implies there is a tendency to resist liquid entering the pores (Njobuenwu et 
al., 2007). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Curvature of a liquid drop on a solid surface.  The condition θ < 90° indicates 
that the solid is wetted by the liquid and θ> 90° indicates non-wetting. The range 0 < θ <180° 
define the complete wetting and complete non-wetting extremes (Njobuenwu et al., 2007). 
 
 
2.3 Protein Gelation 
The food industry is searching for ways to develop healthy foods containing nutrients 
such as vitamins, probiotics, and bioactive compounds into food products in order to improve 
public health. Food protein gels may serve to entrap molecules of interest and thus have been 
investigated for their capability to protect and deliver nutrients and bioactive compounds 
(Chen et al., 2006). 
Food gels are semi-solids or soft materials that contain some degree of connectivity 
between dispersed units in predominately aqueous environments (Stokes, 2012). Aqueous 
biopolymer dispersions can be converted into gels by several types of molecular 
mechanisms: point crosslinking, chain association, and particle aggregation (Clark and 
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Farrer, 1995; Clark and Ross-Murphy, 1987). Point crosslinking involves forming a covalent 
bond between polymer molecules; this is not common for biopolymers but typical for 
synthetic polymer gels. Chain association and particle aggregation involve non-covalent 
interaction (Figure 2.13). 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Biopolymer network formations involving: (a) chemical gelation by point 
crosslinking, (b) physical gelation by polymer chain associations, (c) particulate aggregation 
(Clark and Farrer, 1995). 
 
 
Protein gels are formed when partially unfolded proteins develop uncoiled 
polypeptide segments that interact with other proteins at specific points to form three-
dimensional cross-linked networks (Zayas, 1997). In general, gelation processes involve two 
major reactions. The first reaction is an initiation or activation phase caused by changes in 
molecular structure, solvent quality, or the addition of cross-linking agents which lead to 
increased intermolecular interactions. The second reaction is the aggregation of individual 
molecules into a gel matrix of macroscopic dimensions (Foegeding and Bottcher, 1998). A 
protein network is generally formed via non-covalent cross-links such as hydrophobic 
interactions, hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions, and less frequently due to covalent 
interactions such as disulfide bonds or physical entanglements (Totosaus, et al. 2002). 
Protein gels can be used as wall materials to entrap substances of interest, such as 
bioactive compounds or flavors, into the gel network (Chen et al., 2006). Entrapment or 
(a)      (b)                                                (c) 
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immobilization refers to the trapping of materials within or throughout a matrix (King, 1995; 
Vidhyalakshmi et al., 2009. Entrapment of molecules of interest can be achieved by mixing 
the compounds of interest into a solution of gelling materials and use proper conditions (i.e. 
high temperature, low pH, or in the addition of calcium chloride or sodium chloride to make 
the mixture gel (Gunasekaran et al. 2006; Gunasekaran et al., 2007). Entrapment of 
anthocyanins from a bilberry extract in whey protein was achieved by mixing the bilberry 
extract (pH 1.5) into a whey protein solution. The mixture was heated (80-90˚C) for 10-30 
min to produce a gel (Betz and Kulozik, 2011). Protein gels are commonly produced by heat 
treatment. However, this limits the incorporation of heat sensitive ingredients into the gel 
matrix. The ability of protein to gel at ambient temperature provides a better chance to 
produce bioactive carrier gels. 
 
2.3.1 Ethanol- induced BLG gelation at ambient temperature 
Although zein solutions can form gels at a room temperature, their applications in the 
food industry is limited because zein cannot be dispersed in water. However, whey protein 
isolate (WPI), which is water dispersible, shows good potential as gelling material for 
entrapment of bioactive ingredients.  
WPI is a by-product of cheese manufacture being primarily a mixture of β-
lactoglobulin, BLG, (70%), α-lactalbumin (14%), bovine serum albumin (9%) and 
immunoglobulins (7%). WPI contains all essential amino acids for the human body; 
therefore, it is widely used as functional and nutritional ingredients in medical, 
pharmaceutical, and human food products, including infant formula, health foods and drinks, 
high gel product applications, and frozen foods (Morr and Ha, 2009). BLG solutions may 
form gels at room temperate by the addition of ethanol. Gelation rate depends on protein 
concentration and pH. A faster rate of gel formation occurred at higher protein concentration. 
Gelation time increased as pH increased from 7 to 9 (Renard et al., 1999). Morphology of 
gels at different ratios of BLG: water: ethanol at varying pH (3, 5, and 7) at 20C is shown in 
Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14 Ternary diagram for the system ethanol-water-BLG at 20 C: (a) pH 3, (b) pH 5, 
(c) pH 7. Region a is a clear, colorless liquid that is very viscous at protein concentrations  
higher than 35%; b is a transparent liquid that contains protein aggregates that do not re-
dissolve  upon dilution; c is a hydrated powder with no free liquid present; d is an opaque gel 
below 20% ethanol and clear above 20% ethanol; g is a spreadable and smooth paste with  
distinctive microstructure (Abascal and Lencki, 2004 ). 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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CHAPTER III 
RHEOLOGY AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF ZEIN SOLUTIONS CONTAINING -
ZEIN. EFFECT OF pH AND ETHANOL CONTENT OF SOLVENT
1 
 
1
Reprinted with permission from Nonthanum, P., Lee, Y., Padua G.W., 2013. Effect of pH and 
ethanol content of solvent on rheology of zein solutions. Journal of Cereal Science 58, 76-81. 
Copyright © 2013, Elsevier. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
  Zein, a major corn protein, is a heterogeneous mixture of polypeptides. Zein is 
classified into four fractions named -, γ-, -, and -zein based on their amino acid 
sequences, solubility, and apparent molecular weight (MW). -Zein, as detected by sodium 
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), consists of two peptides of 
apparent MW of 19 and 22 kDa. γ-Zein also consists of two peptides,16 and 27 kDa. The 
MW of -zein is 14 kDa and that of -zein is 10 kDa (Thompson and Larkins, 1989). -Zein 
is the most abundant fraction at 70-85% of total zein followed by γ- (10-20%), - (1-5%), 
and -zein (1-5%) (Wilson, 1991). Zein extracted in corn wet-milling contains mostly -zein 
(Wilson, 1988). However, zein extracted from dry-grind corn consists of - and γ-zein 
(Anderson and Lamsal, 2011).  
Both, - and γ-zein are rich in glutamine, alanine, leucine, and proline (Ali et al., 
2011; Esen, 1987) but differ in their content of cysteine (Coleman and Larkins, 1999). -
Zein contains 1-3 cysteine residues (Marks et al., 1985; Woo et al., 2001) while γ-zein 
contains 12-15 cysteine residues (Prat et al., 1987; Woo et al., 2001). Cysteine is able to form 
disulfide (S-S) bonds which are useful in the stabilization of protein structures. The presence 
of thiol (SH) groups or S-S bonds within the protein structure influences its rheological 
properties (Alting et al., 2004).  
All zein peptides are amphiphilic (Wang et al., 2004). They contain both hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic amino acid residues. Zein is insoluble in water or absolute ethanol. A 
common solvent for zein is aqueous ethanol. The ethanol content of solvent and its pH could 
affect the rheological properties of zein (Fu and Weller, 1999; Zhang et al., 2011). Kim and 
Xu (2008) reported that the hydrophilic-hydrophobic character of ethanol-water solvents 
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affected zein aggregation thus, it may affect rheological behavior of zein solutions. The 
effect of pH on rheological properties of -zein was studied by Zhang et al. (2011). They 
found -zein solutions (10% w/v in 70% ethanol at pH 2.7-12.5) showed a slight shear 
thinning behavior. Also, zein solutions at a higher or lower pH than neutral had lower storage 
modulus (G) and loss modulus (G) than that at neutral pH. Results were attributed to the 
deamidation of glutamine at extreme pH, which possibly led to lower zein aggregation. 
In this study, the effect of ethanol content and pH of the solvent on rheological 
properties of zein solutions containing -zein was investigated. The rheological parameters, 
viscosity, K and n, storage modulus (G), and loss modulus (G) were determined with an 
ARES-G2 rheometer. 
 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
 
3.2.1 Materials  
Zein, purchased from Showa Sanyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), was labeled S zein. Two 
batches of zein prepared in a pilot-plant run by extraction of ground whole corn with 70% 
ethanol, followed by membrane separation, were obtained from Prairie Gold, Inc. 
(Bloomington, IL). They were labeled A and C zein. Absolute ethanol was from Decon Labs, 
Inc. (King of Prussia, PA). Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was from Anachemia Chemicals 
(Champlain, NY). Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was from Fisher scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Beta-
mercaptoethanol (BME), methanol, and acetic acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 
Louis, MO). Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
system including 8-16% Tris-HCl ready gel, Laemmli sample buffer, running buffer, 
Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra standard, and Coomassie Blue G-250 was from Bio-Rad 
Laboratories (Hercules, CA). 
 
3.2.2 Sample preparation 
Samples of zein at three different pH levels (2, 6, and 12) were prepared for 
rheological measurements and microstructure characterization. Without any adjustment, the 
pH level of zein dispersions in ethanol-water mixtures was 6. In order to obtain acidic (pH 2) 
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and basic (pH 12) conditions, the pH levels of dispersions were adjusted with NaOH and HCl 
solutions, respectively.  
 
3.2.3 Solubility 
Transmittance (%) was measured to determine zein solubility in ethanol-water 
mixtures of different v/v ratio. Zein samples (1 and 5 mg/ml) were dissolved in 65, 70, 75, 
80, 85, and 90% ethanol. Zein solutions were sonicated for 3 min using an ultrasonic 
processor VC-750 (Sonics & Materials, Newtown, CT), operated at 300 W, in order to 
disperse zein particles uniformly. The transmittance of zein solutions was measured at 750 
nm with Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR Spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT). Data 
was collected in duplicates. 
 
3.2.4 Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
SDS-PAGE was conducted in order to separate and classify zein fractions based on 
apparent molecular weight. Zein (1% w/v) was dissolved in 70% aqueous ethanol and then 
diluted 1:2 with Laemmli sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 25% glycerol, 2% SDS, 
and 0.01% bromophenol blue) containing 5% BME. The solution was boiled for 5 min. A 8-
16% Tris-HCl ready gel was loaded with solution volumes containing 5 and 10 g of protein. 
A Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra standard was used as a molecular weight marker. The 
running buffer was Tris/glycine/SDS containing 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, 
pH 8.3. The gel was run at 200 V for 30 min, soaked for 30 min in fixing solution (40% 
methanol, 10% acetic acid, and 50% water) and stained overnight with Coomassie Blue G-
250. The gel was destained with 10% acetic acid, and imaged with a Kodak Image Station 
440 CF (Eastman Kodak Co., New Haven, CT). The net intensity of each band was analyzed 
by Carestream Molecular Imaging software (Carestream Health, Inc., Woodbridge, CT). The 
reported intensity value (%) was calculated from the intensity of each band divided by the 
total intensity from the same lane, and then multiplied by 100. The intensity of protein bands 
indicated the relative abundance of the polypeptides. 
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3.2.5 Rheological measurements  
The rheological behavior of zein samples was studied with an ARES-G2 rheometer 
(TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) using DIN concentric cylinder (bob diameter of 27.7 mm 
and cup diameter of 30 mm). Zein samples (20% w/w) were dispersed with magnetic stirring 
in 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, and 90% ethanol. The pH of zein dispersions was 6. pH was adjusted 
with HCl and NaOH to obtain pH 2 and pH 12, respectively. Samples of 22 ml were placed 
in the test cup. Prior to running a test, the top surface of the sample was covered by 1 ml of 
mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in order to minimize solvent evaporation during 
the experiment. Flow behavior of zein samples was determined by steady shear tests at 20C. 
Shear rates were varied from 1 to 100 s
-1
. Viscoelastic properties, loss modulus (G) and 
storage modulus (G), of samples were determined by oscillatory time sweep tests. Tests 
were performed at 1 Hz and 0.3% strain. Experiments were conducted at 20C. The 
instrument was set to collect data every 30 s until well after a gelation point was observed. 
The first reading (t = 0 s) was taken 8 s after the beginning of the run. Subsequent readings 
were taken every 30 s thereafter. The maximum experiment length was 240 min. 
 The gelation point is defined as the point of transition from viscous liquid to elastic 
solid. When the sample is in the liquid state, viscous properties are dominant and more 
energy is dissipated than stored (G > G). When a network is formed (solid state), elastic 
properties dominate and more energy is stored than dissipated so that G > G. The gelation 
point of a cross-linking polymer was defined in Tung and Dynes (1982) as the intersection of 
G and G moduli (G = G).  
 
3.2.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
SEM was used to characterize sample microstructure. pH-adjusted zein samples (1 
mg/ml) in ethanol-water mixtures (65-90% ethanol) were prepared. The sample solutions 
were placed under the hood at room temperature to allow for evaporation induced self-
assembly (EISA). During drying, ethanol evaporated at a faster rate than water. The 
increasing in hydrophilic environment in the system promoted hydrophobic associations and 
mediated self-assembly of zein molecules (Wang and Padua, 2010). Dry samples were gold 
coated (300 Å) before imaging, with an Emitech K575 sputter coater (Ashford, U.K.) to 
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enhance the electrical conductivity of sample surfaces. SEM images were collected with a 
JEOL6060LV general purpose SEM (Peabody, MA). 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 
3.3.1 SDS-PAGE analysis 
  SDS-PAGE patterns of S zein showed two major board bands at 19-22 and 23-24 kDa 
indicating the presence of α-zein (Thompson and Larkins, 1989; Wilson, 1991). A thinner 
band was observed at 16-18 kDa indicating -zein (Wilson, 1991). A light and thin band 
appeared at 13 kDa indicating -zein (Wilson, 1991). Another light and small band at 42-48 
kDa represented zein dimers (Anderson et al., 2012). A and C zein showed similar patterns 
with board bands at 19-22 kDa and thinner bands at 23-24 kDa representing α-zein 
(Thompson and Larkins, 1989; Wilson, 1991). Small bands were observed at 16-18 and 27 
kDa indicating the presence of -zein in both samples (Wilson, 1991). Additionally, both 
samples showed light bands at 13-14 kDa indicating -zein (Wilson, 1991). Dimmers were 
represented by thin bands at 42-48 kDa (Anderson et al., 2012).  
The relative amount of zein fractions was calculated for each sample from the 
intensity of SDS-PAGE bands (Table 3.1). S zein contained mostly α-zein ( 88%) with a 
small amount of γ-zein ( 5%). In contrast, A and C zein contained a large amount of -zein 
( 30%). The ratio of - to γ-zein was approximately 2:1. C zein showed a slightly higher 
amount of γ-zein than A zein. 
 
Table 3.1 Zein fraction content (%) of zein samples. 
Zein fraction S zein A zein C zein 
Dimers 3.7 1.9 1.7 
-Zein (22 kDa) 30.7 11.5 10.3 
-Zein (19 kDa) 57.0 50.0 52.7 
-Zein (27 kDa) 0.0 3.6 6.3 
-Zein (16 kDa) 4.9 26.3 26.0 
-Zein (14 kDa) 3.7 6.7 3.0 
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3.3.2 Solubility 
 The solubility of zein samples was related to light transmittance, the maximum 
solubility corresponded to maximum transmittance or minimum absorbance (Zhong and 
Ikeda, 2012). Measured transmittance values for S, A, and C zein in ethanol-water mixtures 
are shown in Figure 3.1. The transmittance of S zein solutions (1 and 5 mg/ml), largely -
zein, remained relatively constant from 65 to 85% ethanol. Transmittance sharply decreased 
at 90% ethanol, especially at high zein levels (5 mg/ml). Lower solubility at 90% ethanol 
may be attributed to the presence of other zein fractions, - and -zein ( 9%). The maximum 
solubility of commercial zein has been reported at 70-80% ethanol (Fu and Weller, 1999; 
Shukla and Cheryan, 2001). In another study, Zhong and Ikeda (2012) reported that the 
highest solubility of purified -zein was at 90% ethanol. Differences in zein solubility may 
be due to zein quality. For A and C samples, transmittance was affected by zein 
concentration. At all ethanol-water ratios, transmittance was lower at 5 mg/ml. For both A 
and C samples, transmittance remained fairly constant from 65-80% ethanol and sharply 
decreased afterwards. The sharp decrease in transmittance was attributed to the presence of -
zein which visibly aggregates in 90% ethanol.  
Even though all zein polypeptides are amphiphlic (Wang et al., 2004), -zein has a 
relatively higher content of hydrophilic residues than α-zein (Marks et al., 1985; Prat et al., 
1987; Woo et al., 2001) and they show differences in solubility at the same ethanol content. 
McKinney (1958) suggested that -zein was soluble in 95% ethanol, however, -zein was 
soluble in 60% ethanol but not in 95% ethanol. Seemingly, -zein aggregated in a more 
hydrophobic environment. This was confirmed by Paraman and Lamsal (2011) and Anderson 
et al. (2012) who separated -zein from -zein by increasing the ethanol content of solvent to 
90-95%. It was suggested that zein containing both α- and -zein dispersed well in 70% 
ethanol but the fractions could be separated in 90% ethanol. The transmittance of A and C 
zein was lower than that of S zein. This was believed due to the presence of -zein. 
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Figure 3.1 Transmittance (%) of S, A, and C zein (1 and 5 mg/ml) in ethanol-water mixtures. 
 
 
3.3.3 Flow behavior 
The relation between viscosity and shear rate of zein samples (20% w/w in 70% 
ethanol at pH 6) is shown in Figure 3.2. The viscosity of S zein was relatively constant as 
shear rate increased indicating a nearly Newtonian behavior. However, the viscosity of A and 
C zein decreased as shear rate increased which corresponded with non-Newtonian shear 
thinning behavior. All zein samples (20% w/w in 65-90% at pH 2-12) showed a similar 
trend. 
The viscosity of shear thinning fluids can be modeled using the Ostwald-de Waele or 
power law fluid expression (Rao, 1977): 
 
 = K (d/dt) n-1 
 
where  is the apparent viscosity (Pa.s), K is the consistency index (Pa.sn), d/dt  is 
the shear rate (s
-1
), and n is the flow behavior index. n has a value of 1 for Newtonian fluids, 
n  1 for shear thinning fluids and n  1 for shear thickening fluids.  
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Figure 3.2 Viscosity of S, A, and C zein (20% w/w) in 70% ethanol at pH 6 (double log 
scale).  
 
 
Effect of pH 
The effect of pH on K of S, A, and C zein (20% w/w) in ethanol-water mixtures is 
shown in Figure 3.3. K of S zein solutions was relatively constant with pH (2, 6 and 12), 
while K of A and C zein solutions slightly increased from pH 2 to 6 and considerably 
increased at pH 12. High K values were believed to occur due to zein cross-linking, enabled 
by the formation of S-S bonds at high pH. Monahan et al. (1995) reported that whey protein 
isolate (WPI) solutions showed significant SH oxidation to S-S bonds at high pH (pH 9-11). 
In contrast, SH/S-S interchange, rather than SH oxidation, predominated at pH 3-5. K of C 
zein solutions was higher than that of A zein solutions at the same pH level. This effect was 
attributed to the higher content of -zein in C zein (Table 3.1). 
n of S zein solutions was almost 1 at all pH levels (Figure 3.3) indicating a nearly 
Newtonian behavior. However, n of A and C zein solutions was less than 1 corresponding to 
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non-Newtonian shear thinning. A and C behavior got further away from Newtonian as pH 
increased to pH 12 (Figure 3.3).  
 
Effect of ethanol content 
The effect of ethanol content on K of S, A, and C zein solutions (20% w/w) is shown 
in Figure 3.3. K of S solutions was nearly constant, in the range of 0.08-0.10, 0.11-0.14, and 
0.09-0.12 Pa.s
n 
at pH 2, 6, and 12, respectively. K of A and C solutions decreased as ethanol 
content increased from 65 to 85% and leveled off at 85-90%. K of A solutions was in the 
range of 0.17-0.62, 0.21-0.84, and 3.07-4.74 Pa.s
n
 for pH 2, 6, and 12, respectively. K of C 
solutions was 0.21-0.88, 0.30-1.67, and 4.57-6.08 Pa.s
n
 at pH 2, 6, and 12, respectively. It 
was suggested that -zein in A and C samples promoted zein aggregation which led to higher 
K values for A and C than for S zein. As ethanol content increased, K of A and C zein 
solutions decreased, possibly due to the lower solubility of -zein at high ethanol content. At 
the same ethanol content, K of C zein solutions was higher than that of A zein solutions 
which pointed to the higher amount of -zein in C zein. n of S solutions was almost 1 (Figure 
3.3) corresponding with a nearly Newtonian behavior, while n of A and C solutions was less 
than 1 corresponding to shear thinning (Figure 3.3). The presence of -zein played a crucial 
role in the rheology of concentrated zein dispersions. The effect of -zein on gelation of zein 
was further studied by small amplitude oscillatory time sweep tests.  
 
3.3.4 Gelation time 
Oscillatory time sweep results for S zein showed nearly constant G′ and G″ values 
over time (Figure 3.4). G″ was higher than G′ for the experiment duration (240 min) 
indicating that the system remained liquid and no gelation was observed. For A and C zein, 
G″ was also dominant at the start of the experiment, indicating that the system was liquid-
like. However, G′ increased thereafter and a crossover point (G′ = G″) or gelation point was 
observed (Figure 3.4). G′ kept increasing after the crossover point and reached higher values 
than G″ indicating solid-like behavior. Gelation times for A and C solutions at different pH 
and ethanol-water ratio are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.3 Consistency index (K) and flow behavior index (n) of S, A, and C zein (20% w/w) 
in ethanol-water mixtures at pH 2, 6, and 12. 
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Figure 3.4 Oscillatory time sweep results at 1 Hz and 0.3% strain for S, A, and C zein (20% 
w/w) in 75% ethanol at pH 2 (double log scale). Graph shows the first 6,800 s of the run. 
 
 
Table 3.2 Gelation time of S, A, and C zein (20% w/w) in aqueous ethanol at pH 2, 6, and 12. 
Ethanol 
Content (%) 
Gelation time (min) 
pH 2 pH 6 pH 12 
S A C S A C S A C 
65 >240 53 30 >240 0 0 >240 0 0 
70 >240 73 51 >240 30 3 >240 0 0 
75 >240 96 60 >240 61 14 >240 0 0 
80 >240 111 67 >240 97 53 >240 0 0 
85 >240 125 95 >240 142 92 >240 0 0 
90 >240 239 214 >240 152 91 >240 0 0 
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 Effect of pH 
pH did not affect the rheological behavior of S zein samples. S zein (20% w/w) in 65-
90% ethanol did not gel at pH 2, 6, or 12 within the 240 min of the experiment (Table 3.2). 
However, gelation time of A and C samples decreased as pH increased at the same ethanol 
content. At pH 6 and 65% ethanol, A and C samples formed a weak gel immediately after 
preparation. Higher G than G was observed from the beginning of the oscillation time 
sweep tests. At pH 12, A and C zein samples gelled immediately at all ethanol levels. This 
trend highlighted the effect of -zein, which is present in A and C but not in S zein. Results 
are consistent with the study of Xiong and Kinsella (1990) who suggested that the effect of 
pH on the rate of WPI gelation followed the rate of SH oxidation. Both, SH oxidation rate 
and gel network development accelerated with increasing pH from 7 to 10. The study of 
Shimada and Cheftel (1989) suggested that SH groups at pH 2.5 involved mainly SH/S-S 
exchange reactions. 
 
Effect of ethanol content 
Ethanol content did not affect the rheological behavior of S samples. S zein (20% 
w/w) in 65-90% ethanol did not gel within the 240 min of the experiment (Table 3.2). Both, 
G and G were relatively constant. G was consistently higher than G. However, ethanol-
water ratio affected gelation of A and C samples. Gelation times increased as ethanol content 
increased, possibly due to lower solubility of γ-zein at higher ethanol content, which 
prevented network formation. The gelation time of A zein was longer than that of C zein at 
the same ethanol content. It was believed that the high amount of cysteine in γ-zein allowed 
it to participate in zein-zein linkages via S-S bonds which led to network formation and 
gelling. 
 
3.3.5 Microstructure 
The zein molecule is amphiphilic (Wang et al., 2004). Amphiphilicity is a main 
driving forces for self-assembly (Lowik and van Hest, 2004). During drying, ethanol 
evaporated at a faster rate than water. The increasing in hydrophilic environment in the 
system promoted hydrophobic associations and mediated self-assembly of zein molecules 
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(Wang and Padua, 2010). SEM images of self-assembled microstructures of S, A, and C zein 
in 85% ethanol at different pH are shown in Figure 3.5. 
At pH 2, S, A, and C zein showed a continuous film structure. According to Wang et 
al. (2008), smooth, thin, and transparent zein films were formed (1 mg/ml in 70% ethanol at 
pH 3.4) by the addition of chloroacetic acid. It was thought that the interaction between 
chloroacetic acid and zein through hydrogen bonds promoted the formation of films. At pH 
6, all zein samples showed the formation of microspheres 500 nm to 2 m in diameter. At pH 
12, S zein microspheres ranged from 250 nm to 1.25 m. A and C zein formed microspheres 
500 nm to 1.5 m in diameter. A higher degree of microsphere aggregation was observed at 
pH 12.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 SEM images of self-assembled microstructures of S, A, and C zein (1 mg/ml in 
85% ethanol at pH 2, 6, and 12). 
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3.4 Conclusions 
S zein, extracted in corn wet-milling from sulfur dioxide treated corn gluten, contains 
mostly -zein. It differed in rheological behavior from A and C zein, extracted from dry-
grind operations, containing - and γ-zein. γ-Zein contains a relatively high amount of SH 
groups which were believed to participate in S-S bonds promoting aggregation and gelation 
of A and C samples. Ethanol content and pH of the solvent affected the rheology of A and C 
samples but showed limited effect on S zein. S zein solutions were nearly Newtonian while A 
and C zein solutions showed shear thinning behavior. A and C samples showed gel formation 
while S zein did not gel within experimental conditions. High pH promoted the formation of 
disulfide bonds which increased the consistency index and decreased gelation time. pH 
affected the morphology of self-assembled microstructures forming films at low pH and 
microspheres at neutral and high pH for all three samples. Results from this study are 
expected to be helpful in the design of zein extraction processes and in the development of 
novel zein applications. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EFFECT OF CYSTEINE-RICH FRACTIONS ON RHEOLOGY OF ZEIN 
SOLUTIONS
1 
 
1
Adapted with permission from Nonthanum, P., Lee, Y., Padua G.W., 2012. Effect of -zein on 
rheological behavior of concentrated zein solutions. Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 60, 
1742-1747. Copyright © 2012, American Chemical Society. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The potential increase in zein production, related to fuel ethanol manufacture and the 
development of novel applications, highlights the need for a better understanding of the 
contribution of the different protein fractions to zein rheology. Gelation affects the structure 
stability of zein solutions, which impacts process design in zein extraction operations and in 
the development of applications. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of 
reducing agent on gelation phenomena of zein samples. 
It was believed that cysteine in -zein played a major role in zein gelation leading to 
crosslinking and promoting the elastic nature of gels. Rheological properties are a useful 
source of information on mechanical properties of protein gels. In this work, gelation was 
studied by inhibit cross-linking mechanism with beta-mercaptoethanol (BME). 
 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
 
4.2.1 Materials 
Zein, purchased from Showa Sanyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), was labeled S zein. Zein 
prepared in a pilot-plant run by extraction of ground whole corn with 70% ethanol, followed 
by membrane separation (Cheryan, 2006) was obtained from Prairie Gold, Inc. 
(Bloomington, IL). It was labeled P zein. Absolute ethanol was from Decon Labs, Inc. (King 
of Prussia, PA). Beta-mercaptoethanol (BME), methanol, and acetic acid were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) system including 8-16% Tris-HCl ready gel, Laemmli sample 
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buffer, running buffer, Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra standard, and Coomassie Blue G-250 
was from Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). 
 
4.2.2 Separation of zein fractions  
Zein (P) was extracted with 90% ethanol in order to separate α-zein, according to 
Paraman and Lamsal (Paraman and Lamsal, 2011). The extract was centrifuged for 30 min at 
20C at 10000×g (RC5C, Sorvall Instruments, Newton, CT). Both pellet and supernatant 
were dried under a hood at room temperature. Dried samples were kept in a sealed container. 
The supernatant, rich in α-zein (Paraman and Lamsal, 2011) was labeled α-rich extract. The 
pellet, rich in - and -zein (Paraman and Lamsal, 2011) was referred to as -rich pellet. 
 
4.2.3 Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
SDS-PAGE was conducted in order to separate and characterize zein fractions of 
different molecular weight. Zein (1% w/v) was dissolved in 70% ethanol and then diluted 1:2 
with Laemmli sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 25% glycerol, 2% SDS, and 0.01% 
bromophenol blue). Protein solutions were divided in two groups. For one group the sample 
buffer was added with 5% BME, while the other had no BME added. Solutions were then 
boiled for 5 min. A 8-16% Tris-HCl ready gel was loaded with 10 g of each protein 
preparation. A Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra standard was used as a MW marker. The 
running buffer was Tris/glycine/SDS containing 25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, 
pH 8.3. The gel was run at 200 V for 30 min, fixed for 30 min in fixing solution (40% 
methanol, 10% acetic acid, and 50% water) and stained overnight with Coomassie Blue G-
250. The stained gel was destained with 10% acetic acid, and imaged with a Kodak Image 
Station 440 CF (Eastman Kodak Co., New Haven, CT). 
 
4.2.4 Rheological measurements 
Viscoelastic properties of the various zein samples were analyzed by oscillatory time 
sweep tests. Oscillatory tests are useful for tracking the setting of gelling systems. This is 
possible because in the linear G and G regions, the amplitude is small enough so as not to 
interfere with the microstructure or the setting mechanism (Barnes, 2000). The rheological 
parameters, storage modulus (G) and loss modulus (G), of zein dispersions were measured 
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over time with an ARES-G2 rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE) using DIN 
concentric cylinder (bob diameter of 27.7 mm and cup diameter of 30 mm). Zein samples, 
27% (w/w), were dispersed with magnetic stirring in 70% ethanol containing three levels of 
BME (0, 1, and 5%). Samples of 22 ml were placed in the test cup. Prior to running the test, 
the top surface of the sample was covered by 1 ml of 100% mineral oil (Cannon Instrument 
Company, State College, PA) in order to minimize solvent evaporation during the experiment 
(Zhong and Jin, 2009). To determine the appropriate experimental conditions for the 
rheological test, linear viscoelastic ranges were determined by oscillation amplitude tests 
carried out at frequency of 1 Hz with a strain variation from 0.01 to 100%. Results showed 
that 0.3% strain at 1Hz could be applied to all samples. Therefore, oscillatory time sweep 
tests were performed at 1 Hz and 0.3% strain. Each experiment was conducted at 20C for a 
period of 4 h. Data was collected at 30 s intervals. 
 
4.2.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
Scanning electron microscopy was used to characterize sample microstructure. Zein 
(1 mg/ml) samples were dissolved in 70% ethanol containing three levels of BME (0, 1, and 
5%). Sample solutions were placed under the hood at room temperature to allow for 
evaporation induced self-assembly. Dry samples were gold coated (300 Å) before imaging, 
with an Emitech K575 sputter coater (Ashford, U.K.) to enhance the electrical conductivity 
of sample surfaces. SEM images were collected with a JEOL6060LV general purpose SEM 
(Peabody, MA). 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 SDS-PAGE analysis 
 An SDS-PAGE electrogram of S zein, P zein, α-rich extract, and γ-rich pellet is shown 
in Figure 4.1. S zein shows two major broad bands at 19-22 kDa and 23-24 kDa, which 
indicate the presence of α-zein. (Thompson and Larkins, 1989; Wilson, 1991). Another band 
appeared at 38-48 kDa, suggesting dimerization. Lighter bands were observed at 88 kDa and 
higher MW, indicating further oligomerization. Similarly to S zein, P zein showed the dark, 
broad bands of α-zein at 19-22 kDa and 23-24 kDa. In contrast, light bands at 16 and 27 kDa 
indicated the presence of γ-zein (Thompson and Larkins, 1989). Oligomerization bands at 
38-48 kDa and above 88 kDa were broad and darker, suggesting a stronger tendency for 
oligomerization than S zein. To investigate the differences between those two samples, P 
zein was extracted with 90% ethanol to separate out α-zein (Paraman and Lamsal, 2011) 
from the rest of fractions. SDS-PAGE of the α-rich extract showed a pattern similar to that of 
P zein, but without the 16 kDa γ-zein band. The oligomer bands, 38-48 kDa and above 88 
kDa, were somewhat less intense. The residual fraction after extraction, labeled γ-rich pellet 
showed bands at 16 and 27 kDa, which were considered γ-zein (Thompson and Larkins, 
1989).  A band also appeared at 15 kDa which represented -zein. A smaller light band 
appeared at 19 kDa, representing α-zein (Thompson and Larkins, 1989). Another band was 
observed at 31 kDa, possibly a dimer. Polymerization bands at very high MW were also 
present. 
BME was added to investigate whether the high MW fractions represented new 
fractions or aggregates of α-, β-, γ-, and -zein. After adding BME, bands at 88 kDa and 
higher MW disappeared for all zein samples. Also, the fraction at 38-48 kDa faded. α-Zein 
bands were stronger for all samples compared to the patterns before BME treatment. The 16 
kDa γ-zein band appeared in all samples and increased in intensity for the γ-rich pellet. The 
γ-zein band (27 kDa) increased in intensity for all samples, except for S zein. SDS-PAGE 
analysis of untreated samples showed that S zein, P zein, and α-rich extract were similar in 
composition, except for the content of γ-zein. P zein showed the highest content of γ-zein, 
followed by α-rich extract and S zein, respectively. High MW fractions were attributed to 
oligomers of α-, β-, and γ-zein of varied composition. 
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Figure 4.1 SDS-PAGE of zein samples: P zein (P), S zein (S), α-rich extract (α-rich), and γ-
rich pellet (γ-rich), with and without BME treatment. 
 
 
4.3.2 Rheological behavior 
G and G of zein solutions at 27% (w/w) in 70% ethanol, run at 1 Hz and 0.3% 
strain, are shown in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 shows the change in G and G over time, where 
G (storage modulus) represents the solid-like behavior of the material and G (loss modulus) 
represents liquid-like behavior (Barnes, 2000). Figure 4.2a shows nearly constant values of 
G and G for S zein through the duration of the experiment (4 h). In Figure 4.2a, G was 
always lower than G indicating that the system was dominated by liquid-like properties. 
Figure 4.2b shows that both, G and G, increased for P zein over time. G dominated the 
system in the first period of the experiment indicating the liquid-like behavior of the solution. 
However, G increased sharply and finally crossed over with G at 75 min, indicating the 
gelation point of the system. The gelation point is defined as the point at which the first 
macromolecule of infinite dimensions is formed and determines the transition from liquid to 
solid (Mortimer and Ryan, 2001). Tung and Dynes
 
(1982) identified the gelation point as the 
crossover of Gand G moduli in small-amplitude oscillatory shear experiments. In a typical 
cross-linking polymerization, initially, when the sample is in in the liquid state, the viscous 
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properties are dominant and more energy is dissipated than stored (G > G). When 
polymerization is completed (solid state), the elastic properties dominate and more energy is 
stored than dissipated so that G > G. Consequently, the point at which G = G may be used 
to define the gelation point. After the crossover point, in Figure 4.2b, G increased 
continually at higher rate than G indicating that the system was more solid-like. Figure 4.2c 
shows G and G of the α-rich extract. G and G values were constant at the start of the 
experiment, but increased with longer test times. Although G increased in a higher rate than 
G during the first 4 h of the experiment, G was still lower than G. This result indicated that 
the system was dominated by liquid-like properties. Such behavior indicated that zein 
extracted from whole corn with 70% ethanol (P) differed in rheological behavior to 
commercial α-zein (S). P zein showed a measurable gelation time. SDS-PAGE analysis 
(Figure 4.1.) revealed that P zein had a higher content of γ-zein than S zein and α-rich 
extract, which suggested the involvement of γ-zein in the gelation processes. BME, used to 
reduce disulfide bonds, was added to the solvent in the next experiment to investigate the role 
of disulfide bonds on gelation.  
 
4.3.3 Effect of BME on rheological behavior 
Oscillatory time sweep results in Figure 4.3a show that BME did not affect the 
behavior of G and G of S zein. Since the main effect of BME on proteins is the breaking of 
disulfide bonds and S zein contains only a minor amount of cysteine groups (capable of 
forming disulfide bonds), it was suggested that BME had limited interaction with S zein and 
that its original rheological behavior was maintained after the addition of 1% and 5% BME. 
On the other hand, BME decreased gelation time for P and α-rich extract (Table 4.1). For 
both samples, gelation time decreased further with increasing BME concentration (Figures 
4.3b and 4.3c). This behavior was believed due to the breaking of disulfide bonds, which 
likely involved γ-zein 16 and 27 kDa, which have high cysteine content. In Figure 4.1., the 
breaking of intermolecular disulfide bonds is evidenced by the dissociation of high molecular 
weight zein oligomers. However, it was believed that this process did not have a major effect 
on gelation time since it also occurred in S zein, which was not affected by BME. 
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Figure 4.2 Oscillatory time sweep results of zein solutions, 27% (w/w) in 70% ethanol, run 
at 1 Hz and 0.3% strain: (a) S zein, (b) P zein, and (c) α-rich extract. 
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It was thus suggested that the breaking of intramolecular disulfide bonds mainly in γ-zein, 
led to shorter gelation times. BME allowed unfolding of this peptide and the development of 
polymer entanglements by the formation of new hydrophobic interactions and/or hydrogen 
bonds. This may explain the observed decreasing gelation time with increasing BME. Havea 
and coworkers (2009) observed a similar behavior with heat-induced whey protein gels. They 
measured G of concentrated whey protein solutions added with dithiothreitol (DTT). They 
discussed that heating resulted in protein unfolding, which exposed hydrophobic groups and 
led to aggregation. Also, the breaking of disulfide bonds allowed for increased molecular 
movement, which possibly contributed to the rapid formation of gel networks.  
Modulus was also affected by BME addition for P zein and α-rich extract (Table 4.1). 
Moduli at the gelation point were the lowest for samples with 5% BME, followed by samples 
with 1% BME and no BME added. BME had a larger effect on G than on G. G increased at 
faster rate with higher levels of BME for P zein and α-rich extract. Higher G values 
indicated the formation of stronger gels. 
 
Table 4.1 Rheological data of BME treated samples. 
Samples 
(27% w/w in 70% ethanol) 
Gelation time 
(min) 
Storage modulus, G (Pa) 
At crossover At 4 h 
P zein (0% BME) 75 6.25 37.24 
P zein (1% BME) 47 5.18 86.51 
P zein (5% BME) 25 4.30 263.71 
α-Rich extract (0% BME) > 240 ------ 1.24 
α-Rich extract (1% BME) 146 4.48 15.72 
α-Rich extract (5% BME) 38 2.58 68.51 
S zein (0, 1, and 5% BME) > 240 ------ < 0.15 
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Figure 4.3 Oscillatory time sweep results of zein solutions, 27% (w/w) in 70% ethanol 
containing 0%, 1%, and 5% BME, run at 1 Hz and 0.3% strain: (a) S zein, (b) P zein, and (c) 
α-rich extract. 
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4.3.4 Microstructure 
SEM images of the microstructure of P zein, S zein, α-rich extract and γ-rich pellet 
are shown in Figure 4.4. Figures 4.4a-4.4c show the formation of α-zein microspheres, 500 
nm to 2 m in diameter. Wang and Padua (Wang and Padua, 2010) described the formation 
of zein microspheres from ethanol-water solutions and explained it in terms of evaporation-
induced self-assembly processes. During drying, ethanol evaporates faster than water, turning 
the solvent media increasingly hydrophilic. α-Zein is a relatively hydrophobic protein and 
tends to form hydrophobic associations in aqueous media, which drive self-assembly 
processes.  
Figure 4.4d shows the continuous film structure of the γ-rich pellet. γ-Zein has a high 
content of cysteine residues which are able to participate in zein-to-zein disulfide linkages, 
presumably responsible for the formation of networks. All zein samples (S zein, P zein, α-
rich extract, and γ-rich pellet) formed continuous networks after drying, when the solvent 
contained 5% BME (Figure 4.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 SEM images of zein microstructure after solvent (70% ethanol) evaporation at 
room conditions: (a) S zein, (b) P zein, (c) α-rich extract, and (d) γ-rich pellet. 
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Figure 4.5 SEM image of S zein microstructure after solvent (70% ethanol containing 5% 
BME) evaporation at room conditions.  
 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
S zein extracted from whole corn with 70% ethanol (P) differed in rheological 
behavior to commercial α-zein. P zein showed a measurable gelation time. SDS-PAGE 
analysis of P zein revealed the presence of -zein (16 and 27kDa). When P zein was 
separated into α-rich extract and -rich pellet, the α-rich extract showed a behavior closer to 
that of α-zein, while the -rich became farther apart. The addition of BME decreased gelation 
time for P zein and for the α-rich extract. BME was thought to cleaved intramolecular 
disulfide bonds which promoted the formation of gel network by the development of polymer 
entanglements of the unfolded polypeptides by hydrophobic interactions and/or hydrogen 
bonds. The presence of -zein affected the microstructure and rheological behavior of P zein, 
was believed by the formation of disulfide bonds. 
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CHAPTER V 
EFFECT OF - ZEIN ON SURFACE HYDROPHOBICITY AND WATER VAPOR 
PERMEABILITY OF ZEIN FILMS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in biodegradable materials as part 
of a solution to environmental problems. Biodegradable materials made from natural 
materials, have attracted worldwide interest (Tharanathan, 2003). Zein was investigated for 
its potential use as structural material in packaging applications (Lai et al., 1997). Film-
forming properties of zein have long been recognized (Reiners et al., 1973). Wang and Padua 
(2010) found that zein can form various microstructures depending on zein concentration in 
ethanol solvents. Zein microstructure can change from microspheres to bicontinuous sponges 
and then to films when zein concentration in the solution increased.  
The hydrophobicity of zein films was expected to affect water vapor barrier 
properties. Rakotonirainy and Padua (2001) studied the effects of lamination and drying-oil 
coatings on water vapor permeability (WVP) of zein films. WVP did not drop appreciably 
with lamination and the number of laminated sheets had no significant effect on water barrier 
properties, but coatings with drying oils substantially improved the water barrier properties 
of films, because coatings formed hydrophobic surfaces that prevented film wetting. 
Water contact angle (WCA) of films can be good indicator for determining the degree 
of hydrophobicity of materials (Pearoval et al., 2002). A hydrophobic surface has 90˚< 
WCA, while a hydrophilic surface has 1 < WCA < 90°. For the case where WCA = 0, the 
solid is said to be completely wetted by the liquid, or that the liquid wets the solid. If a finite 
contact angle is formed (WCA > 0°), some investigators describe the system as being 
partially wetted. Others prefer to make a distinction based on the value of the contact angle. 
For example, wetting may be defined by the formation of a WCA of 30° or less on a solid. 
Between 30° and 89° the system would be partially wetting, and 90° and above non-wetting 
(Myers, 1999). There is one special kind of hydrophobic surface, the superhydrophobic 
surface, which has a WCA higher than 150°. Superhydrophobic surfaces are widely studied 
and applied because of their self-cleaning properties. 
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According to the study of Ghanbarzadeh et al. (2006), WVP of zein films plasticized 
by polyols (sorbitol, manitol, and glycerol) showed correlation with hydrophobicity as 
determined by contact angle. Lower WVP was found for samples with higher hydrophobicity 
due to lower water binding capacity of samples. A similar trend was reported in the study of 
Ghanbarzadeh (2007). Zein has well defined hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions at its 
surface as reported by Wang et al. (2004). They concluded that zein was able to adsorb to 
both hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates. Zein would turn non-polar residues toward 
hydrophobic substrates and polar residues toward hydrophilic substrates. Therefore, the film 
casting surface would affect the hydrophobicity of zein films.  
According to the study of Yoshino et al. (2000), zein films cast on polyethylene 
sheets showed remarkable differences in WCA depending on film side, basal side in contact 
with the casting surface or top side in contact with air. Yoshino et al. (2002) reported that 
WVP also showed differences due to films side. The air side had a higher WVP than basal 
side when it was set to contact higher RH during WVP tests. They concluded that zein films 
with higher WCA had lower WVP. They suggested that WVP depended on the surface 
properties and internal structure of zein films. 
In this work, the effect of casting surface hydrophobicity on the hydrophobicity of 
resulting zein films was investigated in Objective 1. The effect of the -zein fraction on 
WCA and WVP of zein films was studied in Objective 2. Zein films microstructure was 
examined by SEM. 
 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
 
5.2.1 Materials 
Zein, purchased from Showa Sanyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) was labeled S zein. Zein, 
obtained from Prairie Gold, Inc. (Bloomington, IN) was labeled PGI C. Ethanol (absolute) 
was from Decon Lab, Inc. (King of Prussia, PA). Oleic acid was from Fisher Scientific (Fair 
Lawn, NJ). 
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5.2.2 Film preparation (Objective 1) 
Films were prepared by casting S zein solutions onto different surfaces (parafilm, 
aluminum, and polyester sheets (Mylar)). Zein solutions were prepared by dispersing zein 
(10 or 50 mg/ml) in 80% ethanol. Zein solutions were treated without or with heat, or 
sonication. For heat treatment, zein solutions were heated up to 70C and held for 10 min. 
For sonication, zein solutions were sonicated with a VC-750 ultrasound generator (Sonics 
and Materials, Inc., Newton, CT, USA) at 300 W for 10 min. Temperature of sonicated zein 
solutions raised up to 50C. After each treatment, zein solutions were poured onto casting 
surfaces. Zein films were formed by evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) process and 
were peeled off after drying. The surface facing casting materials was used for contact angle 
measurements. 
 
5.2.3 Film preparation (Objective 2) 
Films were prepared by casing zein-oleic acid emulsions. Zein emulsions (S and PGI 
C) were prepared by dispersing zein (15% w/w) in 70% or 94% ethanol mixed with oleic 
acid (0.4 g of oleic acid/g of zein). The emulsions were (1) heated in water bath at 65C for 5 
h  followed by stirring overnight, (2) heated at 65-70C for 30 min with stirring, or (3) 
stirring without heat for 30 min. The emulsions (7-10 g) were then cast on polystyrene petri 
dishes, and allowed to dry under the hood at room temperature. Zein films were peeled off 
after drying.  
 
5.2.4 Water vapor permeability (WVP) 
WVP of zein-oleic acid films was determined gravimetrically according to the 
desiccant method described by ASTM E96-95 (1995). Films were tested in two ways, air and 
dish side. Air side was the top film surface in contact with air during solvent evaporation, 
while dish side was in contact with the casting surface.  
The film samples were conditioned at 32% relative humidity (RH) in a desiccator 
containing saturated magnesium chloride solution before testing. The tests involve sealing a 
known open area of an impermeable container with the film being tested. Test cells 
employed were 50 mm (i.d.), 80 mm (o.d.), and 10 mm in height, with an exposed area of 
1946 mm
2
. The inside of the cells were filled with 12 g of anhydrous calcium chloride (0% 
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RH) covered with the film and placed in a desiccator containing saturated sodium chloride 
solution (75% RH), thus creating RH gradient of 75%. The water vapor transferred through 
the film and absorbed by the desiccant. Test cells were stored in desiccator at 25˚C. Weight 
gains were recorded using a four-digit balance (AP310, Ohaus Corporation, Florham Park, 
NJ.) every day for two weeks. The slope of the straight line divided by test area was the rate 
of water vapor transmission (WVT).  
Water vapor permeability was calculated as WVP = (WVT/S[R1 – R2]) × L, where 
WVT = G/tA. WVT is water vapor transmission, G is the weight change of the test cell, t is 
the time during which G occurred, and A is the test area. G/t was obtained from the slope of 
the linear portion of the plot of G vs. t. S is the saturation vapor pressure at test temperature 
(3.17 kPa at 25C), R1 is RH inside the desiccator, expressed as a fraction, R2 is RH inside 
the test cell, and L is film thickness. 
 
5.2.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
SEM was used to characterize the microstructure of zein films. Film samples were 
gold coated (300 Å) before imaging, with an Emitech K575 sputter coater (Emitech, Ashford, 
UK) to enhance the electrical conductivity of sample surfaces. SEM images were collected 
with a JEOL 6060LV general purpose SEM (JEOL, Peabody, MA). 
 
5.2.6 Water contact angle (WCA) 
WCA was measured with a goniometer (CAM 200 Goniometer KSV Instruments, 
Inc., Monroe, CT). Droplets of distilled water (5 l) were placed on zein film samples and 
imaged by a camera system. The best fit between a theoretical Laplacian curve and an 
experimental drop profile was selected to determine contact angle values. Ten measurements 
per sample were taken and averaged for each value. 
 
5.2.7 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis of WVP of samples with two replications was performed with the 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedure in Excel software. Fisher's Least Significant 
Difference (LSD) test (P < 0.05) was used to detect differences among film WVP mean 
values. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion (Objective 1) 
 
5.3.1 Effect of casting surface on WCA of zein films 
In this experiment, parafilm, aluminum, and polyester sheets (Mylar) were used as 
casting surfaces. Zein solutions (50 mg/ml in 80% ethanol) heated to 70˚C min for 10 min 
were used for film formation. Parafilm sheets were employed as casting surfaces (WCA > 
90). The two sides of parafilm showed different WCA. The back side which is attached to 
backing paper and the up side facing air measured 110 and 114, respectively. Zein films 
formed by EISA and peeled off from the back side measured WCA of 107, while the up side 
measured 114 (Table 5.1). Aluminum is a hydrophilic substrate with WCA of 88. Zein 
films cast on aluminum had a WCA of 80. Polyester sheets (Mylar) have also a hydrophilic 
surface (WCA of 79). Zein films cast from Mylar measured WCA of 82. It was thought 
that zein molecules have the ability to use their hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces to 
interact correspondingly with the substrates hydrophobic or hydrophilic surfaces (Wang, et 
al., 2004). 
Results were consistent with the study of Dong et al. (2013), who reported that 
hydrophobic zein films can be prepared by casting zein solutions on hydrophobic surfaces. 
Glass slides coated with a hydrophobic 1-octanethiol monolayer (WCA = 66) and slides 
without coating (WCA = 100) were used as hydrophobic or hydrophilic casting surfaces, 
respectively. Zein films cast on those surfaces measured WCA values of 115 and 68, 
respectively. 
 
Table 5.1 WCA of zein films cast on different casting materials. 
Casting materials WCA () of casting materials WCA () of cast zein films  
Parafilm (up side) 109.84 ± 0.83 106.86 ± 5.80 
Parafilm (back side) 113.75 ± 1.94 114.09 ± 5.10 
Aluminum pan 88.31 ± 5.40 80.17 ± 3.30 
Mylar sheet 79.48 ± 5.75 81.83 ± 0.73 
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5.3.2 Effect of processing conditions on WCA of zein films 
To study the effect of processing conditions on hydrophobicity of zein films, the 
concentration of zein in 80% ethanol was fixed at 50 mg/ml. Zein films were formed by 
EISA. Results indicated that processing conditions affected WCA. The highest WCA for all 
casting surfaces was observed when the casting solution was heated to 70C and held for 10 
min. Sonication treatment and room temperature processing showed only slightly differences 
in WCA when Mylar and parafilm (up side) were used as casting surfaces. Room 
temperature treatment had the lowest WCA when using aluminum as casting surface.  
Heat treatment might lead to partial unfolding of proteins. Hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic amino acid residues of the unfolded protein would be more accessible to interact 
with the casting surface. Protein hydrophobic regions would prefer to interact with 
hydrophobic substrate surfaces and hydrophilic residues would interact with hydrophilic 
surfaces, which resulted in the relatively similar WCA values of zein treated by heat (Table 
5.2) and the corresponding casting surfaces (Table 5.1). However, sonication which led to 
increasing of temperature of zein solution to 50C for a short time, and no heat treatment, did 
not change the structure of zein molecules. Zein molecules would interact with the limited of 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues leading to relatively lower in WCA values of zein 
films compared to the heat treatment one.  
 
Table 5.2 WCA of cast zein films with different heat treatment conditions. 
Treatment 
WCA () on casting surface 
Aluminum Mylar Parafilm 
No heat treatment (25C) 58.15 ± 2.52 65.46 ± 1.23 98.53 ± 6.77 
Sonication (50C) 73.18 ± 0.92 68.32 ± 6.84 95.26 ± 4.17 
Heat treatment (70C) 80.17 ± 3.30 81.83 ± 0.73 106.08 ±  5.35 
 
 
5.3.3 Effect of zein concentration on WCA of zein films 
Zein concentrations of 10 mg/ml and 50 mg/ml which were heated to 70 min for 10 
min before casting on the back side of parafilm were used to investigate the effect of zein 
concentration on WCA. There was no significant difference in WCA for the two films (Table 
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5.3). In this study, smooth film surfaces were observed for both concentration values. 
According to Dong et al. (2013), low roughness films were obtained by casting zein solutions 
(1, 3, and 5 mg/ml in 80% ethanol) on 1-octanethiol coated glass slides. In their study, all 
films showed similar WCA values, 73-76. Zein concentrations of 0.25 and 0.5 mg/ml, 
which formed microspheres leading to higher roughness, showed WCA values of 93 and 
115, respectively, suggesting that zein films could be made more hydrophobic by increasing 
the roughness of zein surfaces. 
 
Table 5.3 WCA of cast zein films obtained by EISA from zein solutions in 80% ethanol. 
Zein concentration WCA () 
10 mg/ml 113.32 ± 0.11 
50 mg/ml 114.09 ± 5.10 
 
 
5.3.4 Effect of pH on WCA of zein films 
Zein solutions (50 mg/ml in 80% ethanol) were treated with HCl and NaOH to 
investigate the effect of pH on WCA of resulting films. Zein treated with HCl showed the 
highest WCA (Table 5.4), followed by zein at neutral pH, and zein treated with NaOH. 
However, zein at normal pH and zein treated with NaOH showed no significant differences 
in WCA.  
The higher WCA of zein films treated by HCl was attributed to film surface structure, 
which appeared more uniform than the surfaces of films prepared at higher pH, as reported in 
Chapter 3. It was thought that the interaction between acid and zein through hydrogen bonds 
promoted the formation of films (Wang et al., 2008). However, at pH 6 and pH 12, the 
formation of microspheres was observed. It is possible that surface topography effects led to 
lower WCA of films at pH 6 and 13. 
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Table 5.4 WCA of cast zein films treated with HCl and NaOH. 
Treatment WCA () 
HCl (pH 2) 115.87 ± 4.56 
Neutral (pH 6) 98.53 ± 6.77 
NaOH (pH 13) 93.97 ± 4.94 
 
 
5.3.5 Effect of plasticizer on WCA of zein films 
Zein films are normally brittle. Oleic acid, used as plasticizer, was added to casting 
solutions to decrease film brittleness. Zein solutions (50 mg/ml in 80% ethanol, heated at 
70C for 10 min) were treated with oleic acid (0.3 g of oleic acid/1 g of zein) before casting 
on parafilm (upside). Zein films formed by EISA showed lower WCA after the addition of 
oleic acid (Table 5.5). Plasticizers work by increasing void spaces between polymer 
molecules. Water can then be readily adsorbed into the void spaces thus contributing to lower 
WCA. Alternatively, the carboxylic group of oleic acid may have hydrated thus contributing 
to lower WCA. According to Ghanbarzadeh et al. (2006) zein films measured WCA values 
of 62. However, after the addition of glycerol, sorbitol, and manitol as plasticizers, WCA 
became respectively 52, 48, and 45. Lower WCA values were also observed when zein 
films were plasticized with sugars (glucose, fructose, and galactose) Ghanbarzadeh (2007). 
The higher hydrophilicity of sugar plasticized films was attributed to the hygroscopic 
behavior of plasticizers. 
 
Table 5.5 WCA of zein without or with oleic acid. 
Conditions WCA () 
No oleic acid 107.64  ± 6.94 
Oleic acid added 75.55 ± 3.52 
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5.4 Results and Discussion (Objective 2) 
 
5.4.1 Effect of γ-zein on WVP of zein films 
Zein films prepared with S and PGI C showed significant differences in WVP (Table 
5.6). S zein films showed lower WVP than PGI C. Also, WVP measurements for S films had 
lower standard deviation (STD) than those for PGI C films. High STD may be due to 
differences in zein peptides. S zein contained mostly -zein while PGI C contained both - 
and -zein. Molecules of -zein have sharply defined hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains 
on their surfaces (Wang and Padua, 2004), which allows the formation of relatively well-
ordered structures. However, the molecular structure of -zein does not show the same 
regular features as in -zein. SEM images revealed a networked structure for -zein while 
microspheres were observed for self-assembled films prepared at low zein concentration 
(1mg/ml in 70% ethanol).  
 
5.4.2 Effect of ethanol content on WVP of zein films 
The ethanol content of solvent contributed to significant differences in WVP of zein 
films. For S zein, the lowest WVP was observed for films prepared with 94% ethanol while 
the highest WVP was measured when 70% ethanol was used (Table 5.6). The effect of 
ethanol content on WVP was attributed to differences in solubility of zein fractions. -Zein, 
the major protein fraction in S zein, can be dissolved in both 70% and 94% ethanol. -Zein, a 
minor fraction, is soluble in 70% but aggregates in 94% ethanol. In 70% ethanol, the 
contribution of both zein fractions, -zein and -zein, in zein film formation was believed to 
cause non-uniform structures in resulting films. In 94% ethanol, a more uniform structure 
was formed possibly due to unobstructed self-assembly of -zein, since aggregated -zein 
would precipitate out of the casting solution and not participate in film formation. 
Homogenous, pore free films would result in lower WVP. The same trend was observed for 
PGI C films. However, WVP of PGI C films was higher than that of S films. PGI C 
contained higher amount of -zein, therefore, the contribution of -zein could lead to more 
heterogeneous films. 
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5.4.3 Effect of heat treatment on WVP of zein films 
Heat treatment of casting solutions was found to affect WVP of zein films. Zein films 
treated at 65C for 5 h showed significant differences on WVP from the ones prepared 
without using heat (Table 5.6). The lowest WVP of S and PGI C films were detected for 
samples heated at 65C for 5 h, while the highest WVP was found for the samples with no 
heat treatment. It appeared that heat treatment resulted in zein films of lower WVP.  
This study also revealed that PGI C in 70% ethanol formed a gel during long time 
heating (65C for 5 h). The gelation of PGI C was attributed to the participation of -zein, 
which is a cysteine-rich peptide. S zein also formed after being heated at 65C for 5 h and 
stirred overnight at room temperature. -Zein which was present in both samples was thought 
to contribute to gelation. PGI C, which contained almost 30% -zein would gel faster than S 
zein containing merely 5% -zein. In 94% ethanol, no gelation of either zein was observed 
because -zein aggregated and precipitated out of the casting solution. Temperature was 
found to affect gelation of S zein. When zein solutions were left overnight at room 
temperature (< 20C), they did not gel. However, they gelled when room temperature was 
above 25C. Hydrophobic interactions were also thought to be an important driver for zein 
gelation. According to Cabra, et al. (2006), disulfide-crosslinking and the hydrophobic 
character of the -zein (19 kDa) were responsible for the oligomerization of zein. It was 
believed that heating further promoted the formation of more disulphide bridges and the 
formation of oligomers and polymers. 
 
5.4.4 Effect of film side (air and dish) on WVP of zein films 
WVP of zein films were affected by the film sides, air and dish. For both, S and PGI 
C zein films, the highest WVP was observed for the air side (Table 5.6). In the EISA process, 
zein molecules adsorbed to the surface of polystyrene petri dishes, forming an organized 
monolayer, as proposed in Figure 5.1. The rest of zein molecules, which stacked upon the 
adsorbed monolayer to form films, may have been less structurally organized. Such films 
may have facilitated water vapor passage through the film.  
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Table 5.6 WVP of S and PGI C zein films. 
Treat-
ment 
S PGI C 
70% Ethanol 94% Ethanol 70% Ethanol 94% Ethanol 
Air* Dish** Air Dish Air Dish Air Dish 
65˚C 
(5h) 
Gel formation 
0.093± 
0.0007
ab
 
0.062± 
0.0056
a Gel formation 
0.096± 
0.0321
ab 
0.100± 
0.0072
ab 
65˚C 
(30 
min) 
0.101± 
0.0037
ab
 
0.107± 
0.0012
ab
 
0.094± 
0.0058
ab
 
0.090± 
0.0049
ab
 
0.169± 
0.0054
bc
 
0.111± 
0.0250
b
 
0.140± 
0.0251
bc
 
0.130± 
0.0386
bc
 
25˚C 
0.116± 
0.0142
b
 
0.101± 
0.0065
ab
 
0.097± 
0.0013
ab
 
0.090± 
0.0050
ab
 
0.177± 
0.0507
c
 
0.152± 
0.0253
bc
 
0.152± 
0.0562
bc
 
0.167± 
0.0431
bc
 
Values within columns followed by different letters are significantly different at the 95% confidence level. 
* Air side of films faced higher RH during WVP measurements. 
** Dish side of films faced higher RH during WVP measurements. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Proposed mechanism for zein film self-assembly. 
Hydrophilic surface of substrate 
Hydrophilic 
Hydrophobic 
Less ordered self-assembly  
Self-assembly of monolayer 
Hydrophilic 
Hydrophobic 
Hydrophobic 
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5.4.5 Effect of processing conditions on WCA of zein films 
Zein molecules, initially dispersed in the casting solution, oriented their hydrophilic 
regions towards the polysterene petri dish (WCA = 84°) that was used as casting surface. 
Zein molecules were thought to organize themselves to interact with the dish surface. The 
self-assembly process of zein molecules was believed to form a monolayer in contact with 
the polystyrene, but after a few layers, the structure became less organized (Figure 5.1).  
WCA values of S and PGI C zein films cast on polystyrene were all lower than 84°. 
WCA for S films were higher than those for PGI C’s. WCA values for dish side (both S and 
PGI C films) were higher than for the air side. WCA values of 22° to 25° for PGI C air side 
indicated that the air side was a wetting surface since WCA less than 30° (Table 5.7). S zein, 
which contained mostly α-zein, showed a higher WCA. -zein in PGI C lead to lower WCA 
due to its highly hydrophilic behavior.  
During solvent evaporation in the EISA process, zein molecules in contact with the 
casting surface formed orderly monolayers while the rest of zein molecules were forced to 
interact with more water after ethanol evaporation and stacked up more randomly forming 
less organized top layers. The interaction with water led zein molecules to use their 
hydrophilic region on the top layers resulting in lower WCA for the air side of films. -Zein 
showed the lowest WCA for air side, especially when 70% ethanol was used as solvent. 
 
Table 5.7 WCA of S and PGI C zein films. 
Treatment 
S PGI C 
70% Ethanol 94% Ethanol 70% Ethanol 94% Ethanol 
Air Dish Air Dish Air Dish Air Dish 
65˚C (5 h) Gel formation 
73.95 
± 5.39 
78.20 
± 4.80 
Gel formation 
26.23 
± 3.26 
58.79 
± 5.83 
65˚C 
(30 min) 
62.15 
± 3.03 
76.30 
± 1.72 
74.60 
± 2.27 
74.53 
± 3.68 
22.20 
± 3.45 
47.16 
± 7.36 
24.02 
± 3.60 
53.41 
± 3.98 
25˚C 
68.09 
± 4.38 
76.88 
± 0.71 
69.77 
± 2.45 
77.12 
± 3.13 
25.04 
± 3.67 
48.26 
± 4.30 
24.67 
± 6.46 
56.97 
± 5.77 
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5.4.6 Morphology of zein films 
Appearance 
Differences in appearance were observed for S and PGI C zein films. In 94% ethanol, 
S zein films were light yellow, transparent, smooth with shiny surfaces for both air and dish 
sides. Slight wrinkles were observed on the air side when 70% ethanol was used.  PGI C 
films were yellow, dark, and dull. Smooth surfaces were observed for the dish side, and 
uneven and rough surfaces for the air side. Ethanol content did not have an effect on 
appearance of PGI C films. Formation of -zein films was homogenous and transparent 
(Yamada et al., 1995; Yoshino et al., 2002). It was believed that dark zein films of PGI C 
came from the contribution of -zein. 
 
Microstructure 
SEM images of S films (Figure 5.2) show a typical structure of fused microspheres on 
the air side when 70% ethanol was used. Irregular, puckered zein films were observed by 
Foulk and Bunn (1994). The smooth surfaces observed on the dish side might come from the 
cast-supporting surface. In 90% ethanol, smooth films were observed from both dish and air 
sides. A cross section of S zein showed a structure of thin layers packed closed together.  
PGI C films showed rough surface films for all samples (Figure 5.3). The surface of 
air side of films showed a structure of microspheres embedded in a continuous film. Uneven 
surfaces of PGI C should be considered as one main factor to cause low WCA because water 
drops tended to spread out upon contact with such surfaces. A cross-section image show 
pores distributed across the film thickness. Pores likely caused water vapor to diffuse across 
the zein, faster for PGI C than S films, leading to low WVP.  
It is possible that -zein in PGI C, which contained a relatively high number of 
hydrophilic amino acids, would trap more water during the drying process. Water filled 
crevices may have contributed to form pores after water evaporation. 
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Figure 5.2 SEM images of S zein films pepared at: (a) 25˚C in 70% ethanol, air side surface, 
(b) 25˚C in 70% ethanol, dish side surface, (c) 65˚C in 94% ethanol, air side surface, (d) 25 
˚C in 94% ethanol, cross section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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Figure 5.3 SEM images of PGI C zein films pepared at: (a) 25˚C in 70% ethanol, air side 
surface, (b) 25˚C in 70% ethanol, dish side surface, (c) 65˚C in 94% ethanol, air side surface, 
(d) 25 ˚C in 94% ethanol, cross section. 
 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
Zein films were formed by casting zein solutions on casting surfaces of varying 
hydrophobicity. Casting surfaces were found to influence the hydrophobicity of zein films. 
Thus, the hydrophobicity of cast films may be induced by casting materials. Cast zein film of 
higher WCA may be prepared by casting zein solutions onto casting surfaces of high WCA.  
 Surface and internal structure of zein films showed an impact on WVP of zein films. 
WVP of zein films was found related to WCA: films with higher WCA showed lower WVP. 
Zein films made from zein containing - zein showed lower WCA than the ones made from 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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-zein, and were found to have higher WVP. Revealed by SEM, zein films containing - zein 
showed rough surface and porous internal structure. 
 WCA and WVP were also affected by ethanol content of solvent and the side of cast 
films (air and dish). It was found that in 70% ethanol, the participation of -zein led to non-
uniform structure of zein films contributing to low WCA and high WVP. The air side of 
films showed lower WCA and higher WVP. It was thought that less organized layers of zein 
molecules on the air side of films contributed to lower WCA and higher WVP. 
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CHAPTER VI 
EFFECT OF GEL FORMATION ON THE ENTRAPMENT OF LUTEIN 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Lutein is one of the known 600 naturally occurring carotenoids. It is not produced by 
animal cells. Based on its molecular composition and structure, it belongs to the xanthophyll 
family (contains oxygen), one of the two major carotenoid groups (Roberts et al., 2009). 
Lutein is widely present in the human diet, most abundantly in dark, leafy green vegetables, 
such as spinach and kale (Sommerburg et al., 1998). Foods with yellow color, such as corn 
and egg yolks also serve as good dietary sources of lutein. Lutein is a well-known antioxidant 
and free radical scavenger, able to protect the human body from different types of reactive 
free radicals (Roberts et al., 2009). Lutein is also able to absorb blue light which is known to 
induce photo-oxidative damage by generating reactive oxygen species (ROS). Thereby it 
provides protection for skin and eyes from photo damage (Alves-Rodrigues and Shao, 2004). 
It was suggested that the risk of age-related macular degeneration can be reduced by up to 
43% by consuming 6 mg of lutein a day (Seddon et al., 1994).  
Despite lutein’s role as an important nutrient for human health, the most recent data 
show that intake levels have declined in both the US and Europe, likely due to a decrease in 
the consumption of dark leafy greens (National Institute of Medicine, 2001; O’Neill et al., 
2001). But the status of purified crystalline lutein as generally recognized as safe (GRAS) 
allows for its addition to various foods and beverages which would help increase the 
accessibility of lutein in the diet. Lutein is mildly soluble in oil and other organic solvents but 
insoluble in water. Entrapment of lutein in food matrices, which can in turn be dispersed in 
water, may facilitate the addition of lutein into a variety of foods. 
Proteins possess unique functional properties including their ability to form gels and 
emulsions, which allow them to serve as a delivery medium for bioactive compounds. The 
ability of protein hydrogels to entrap both fat-soluble and water-soluble food components of 
high health impact should contribute to the development of innovative functional solid foods 
(Chen et al., 2006). 
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Nanoscale particles of protein or lipid may help increase rapid absorption and 
bioavailability of bioactive compounds due to their higher dissolution rates, resulting from a 
large surface unit area and perhaps the ability to permeate the cell membrane. In this study, 
the possibility of production of nanosized lutein droplets by ultrasound treatment of lutein 
dispersions in ethanol-water was investigated. The nanosuspensions were stabilized against 
re-coalescence by entrapment into a whey protein matrix. The microstructure of lutein in 
whey protein was characterized by SEM and TEM. Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm 
the presence of lutein in the whey protein network. 
 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
 
6.2.1 Materials 
Whey protein isolate (WPI) was from Hilmar Ingredients (Hilmar, CA). Lutein in 
safflower oil (Lut-Saf) (20% FloraGlO Lutein) was obtained from Kemin Industries, Inc. 
(Des Moines, IA). Absolute ethanol was purchased from Decon Labs, Inc. (King of Prussia, 
PA). Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). 
 
6.2.2 Sample preparation  
Preparation of WPI dispersions  
 WPI solutions (15% w/w) were prepared by dissolving WPI powder (3 g) in distilled 
water (17 g) using a magnetic stirrer bar. The pH of the dispersion was adjusted to 1 using 10 
N HCl. The dispersion was stirred for 30 min at 40C.  
 
Preparation of nanosuspension of Lut-Saf in ethanol-water or ethanol  
Lut-Saf (0.5mg/ml) was dispersed in 90% or 100% ethanol. The dispersion of lutein 5 
mg in 10 ml of solvents was sonicated using an Ultrasonic processor VC-750 (Sonics & 
Materials, Newtown, CT), operated at 300 W for 10 min, in order to disperse Lut-Saf 
particles uniformly. The temperature of the dispersion was increased to  60-70C after 
sonication. 
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Entrapment of Lut-Saf in WPI gels 
The nanosuspension of Lut-Saf (0.5 mg/ml) in either 90% or 100% ethanol was added 
to the WPI dispersion. The mixture was stirred with magnetic bar stirrer. After 1 min of 
stirring, the mixture became a gel. The gel was then freeze dried and used for further 
analysis. 
 
6.2.3 Sample characterization 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
The particle size of sonicated Lut-Saf was determined by DLS. Lut-Saf was dispersed 
in 100, 90% and 80% ethanol (0.2 mg/ml) and sonicated for 10 min using an Ultrasonic 
processor VC-750 (Sonics & Materials, Newtown, CT), operated at 300 W. DLS 
measurements were taken using a Nicomp 380 ZLS particle sizer (PSS, Santa Barbara, CA) 
with a 20 mW diode laser beam at a wavelength of 635 nm. A scattering angle was held 
constant at 90°. Temperature was kept at 23℃. Three measurements were averaged for each 
sample. 
 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The microstructure of freeze-dried WPI loaded with Lut-Saf dispersed in 90% and 
100% ethanol, freeze-dried WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol, untreated WPI, and 
Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol dried under the hood at room temperature, was examined 
by SEM. Dried samples were gold coated (300 Å) with an Emitech K575 sputter coater 
(Emitech Ltd., Ashford, Kent, UK) to improve the electrical conductivity of sample surfaces. 
SEM images were obtained with a JEOL 6060LV General Purpose SEM (Peabody, MA). 
 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
The microstructure of freeze-dried WPI loaded with Lut-Saf dispersed in 90% and 
100% ethanol, freeze-dried WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol, untreated WPI, Lut-Saf 
in 90% and 100% ethanol, and re-dispersed of freeze-dried Lut-Saf in water, was imaged by 
TEM. A copper micro-grid supporting carbon-coated film was used as a sample holder. 
Samples were examined by JEOL 2100 Cryo TEM (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 kV. The 
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JEOL 2100 Cryo TEM was equipped with both a video rate camera for real time imaging and 
a slow scan CCD camera for final images. 
 
Raman spectroscopy 
The Raman spectra of Lut-Saf, WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol, freeze-dried 
WPI loaded with Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% , freeze-dried WPI loaded with Lut-Saf in 90% 
and 100% washed with 100% ethanol and ethyl ether were measured with a laser Raman 
microscope (RAMAN-11, Nanophoton Corp., Osaka, Japan). The excitation source was a 
785 nm laser with a power setting of 10 mW. The laser beam was focused and irradiated onto 
the sample using an objective lens (20 NA). The reflected beam was detected with an 
electrically cooled charge-coupled device (CCD ) detector (400 × 1340 pixels). For all 
measurements, the spectral region from 840 to 1960 cm
-1
 was collected with a cm
-1
 spectral 
resolution with a grating 600 gr/mm. 
 
Hunter Colorimeter 
The color of freeze-dried WPI loaded with Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol, which 
were kept under fluorescent light or wrapped in aluminum foil and kept in the dark was 
measured with a Labscan 6000 colorimeter (Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc., Reston, 
VA). Samples (2 g) were placed in a Petri dish and evaluated with CIELAB color space. The 
parameters a (+60 = red; -60 = green) and b (+60 = yellow; -60 = blue) were measured. 
Measurements were taken in triplicate weekly for 6 weeks. 
 
UV-Vis Transmittance  
Transmittance (%) was measured to determine the turbidity of re-dispersed freeze-
dried WPI loaded with Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol, freeze-dried WPI treated with 90% 
and 100% ethanol, and untreated WPI. Samples were re-dispersed in distilled water at 
varying concentrations (0.01 g/ml 0.05 g/ml and 0.1 g/ml). The solutions were stirred for 30 
min at room temperature and sealed in aluminum foil before storing them in a refrigerator 
(4˚C). Transmittance (%) was measured at 690 nm with a Lambda1050 UV/Vis/NIR 
Spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Shelton, CT). Samples were measured in triplicate daily 
over 3 days. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
 
6.3.1 Effect of ethanol content and sonication on particle size (DLS) of Lut-Saf 
Lut-Saf (0.5 mg/ml) was easily dispersed in 100% ethanol (Figure 6.1a). The particle 
size of Lut-Saf was  400 nm in average, ranging from 250-650 nm. Lut-Saf in 80% and 
90% ethanol formed large particles which were visible upon sedimentation. Sonication was 
applied to reduce particle size. The cavitational collapse caused by sonication leads to the 
formation of microjets and shock-wave impacts, which together with interparticle collisions 
result in particle-size reduction (Peters, 1996).  
After 10 min of sonication, the particle size of Lut-Saf in 100% ethanol became 
smaller and large particles of Lut-Saf in 80% and 90% ethanol disappeared. Data from 
particle size distribution (Figure 6.1b-6.1d) showed that in 100% ethanol, the average particle 
size of Lut-Saf was  175 nm, ranging from 120-220 nm with few particles measuring 1-5 
m. In 90% ethanol, the mean particle size was  380 nm with a range of 300-500 nm and a 
smaller group ( 2%) in the size of 5 m. In 80% ethanol, particle size of Lut-Saf was  
1,000 nm with a range of 700-1,250 nm. The particle size of Lut-Saf increased as the ethanol 
content of solvent decreased. Lut-Saf is non-polar, soluble in relatively non-polar solvents 
such as absolute ethanol and ether while it tends to aggregate in the presence of water to 
reduce the surface area exposed to hydrophilic domains. Therefore, higher amount of water 
content in solvent led to larger aggregates.  
 
6.3.2 Effect of ethanol content on microstructure of Lut-Saf 
 SEM images of sonicated Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol (0.5 mg/ml, 5 ml) after 
solvent evaporation are shown in Figure 6.2. Needle shape formations 50-100 m were 
observed for the Lut-Saf in 100% ethanol. In 90% ethanol, Lut-Saf irregular morphology 
formations 5-80 m were observed. Particle size detected from SEM dried samples were 
larger than those from DLS liquid samples. It was suggested that Lut-Saf formed large size 
aggregates during solvent evaporation. 
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Figure 6.1 DLS plot of size distribution (nm) for Lut-Saf in: (a, b) 100% ethanol before and 
after sonication, (c) 90 % ethanol with sonication, (d) 80% ethanol with sonication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 SEM images of sonicated Lut-Saf in: (a) 90% ethanol, (b) 100% ethanol.  
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Figure 6.3 TEM images of sonicated Lut-Sat in: (a) 90% ethanol, (b) 100% ethanol. 
 
 
TEM images of sonicated Lut-Saf in 90% ethanol (0.5 mg/ml, 5 l) after solvent 
evaporation showed droplets of Luf-Saf 50-500 nm in size (Figure 6.3). Needles, 100-1000 
nm were observed from Luf-Saf in 100% ethanol. The particle size detected from TEM was 
smaller than from SEM, probably due to lower amount of Lut-Saf in the starting solution. 
 
6.3.3 Effect of water on microstructure of Lut-Saf 
To investigate effect of the presence of water in the aggregation of lutein, sonicated 
Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol (0.5 mg/ml) were re-dispersed in distilled water at normal 
pH in the ratio of 1:2. TEM images of the re-dispersed sample Lut-Saf in 90% ethanol 
showed crystal structures of 20-100 nm in size, while larger crystals 40-200 nm were found 
in the Lut-Saf in 100% ethanol (Figure 6.4). It was thought that the presence of water 
prevented Lut-Saf crystal growth. 
To prevent re-aggregation, lutein particles were further stabilized in a whey protein 
gel matrix. Lut-Saf in 90% or 100% ethanol was added to WPI concentrated solutions (15% 
w/w WPI in water at pH 1) which gelled upon lutein (in ethanol) addition. Changes in 
microstructure of re-dispersed gels of Luf-Saf in 90% and 100% in water at pH 1, were 
investigasted by TEM (Figure 6.5). Small droplets, 5-10 nm and 5-30 nm, were observed for 
(a) (b) 
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re-dispersed Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol, respectively. Results suggested that acidic 
pH (pH 1) reduced the size of Lut-Saf particles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 TEM images of Lut-Saf from: (a) 90% ethanol, (b) 100% ethanol, re-dispersed in 
water.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 TEM images of Lut-Sat from: (a) 90% ethanol, (b) 100% ethanol, re-dispersed in 
water at pH 1. 
(b) (a) 
(a) (b) 
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6.3.4 Effect of processing on microstructure of freeze-dried WPI 
It is well-known that the kinetics of aggregate formation and the structure of protein 
aggregates are strongly dependent on its environmental conditions, such as pH, temperature, 
and ionic strength. Ethanol and pH were found to affect the secondary structure of proteins 
(Ishino and Kudo, 1980). In this study, WPI gelation was promoted by low pH and addition 
of ethanol. Low pH (pH 1) contributed to the formation of transparent gels. SEM images of 
the original WPI powder and freeze dried WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol are 
shown in Figure 6.6. Spherical particles were observed for WPI powder (Figure 6.6a). For 
WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol and freeze dried (Figures 6.6b and 6.6c, 
respectively), compact particles of irregular geometry with size varying from 5-100 m and 
50-200 m were observed. 
TEM images of freeze-dried WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol (Figure 6.7a-
6.7d) show spherical geometry. Spheres are in the range of 30-40 nm for both samples. TEM 
images of gels (not freeze-dried) show a structure formed of small particles linked to each 
other, also observed in Langton and Hermansson (1992). The study of Marangoni et al. 
(2000) suggested that protein gels are formed by the aggregation of small particles that end 
up forming the macroscopic structure of gels.  
 
6.3.5 Effect of lutein loading on microstructure of freeze-dried WPI  
SEM images of WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% ethanol after freeze drying 
(Figure 6.8) show similar morphology to corresponding unloaded WPI particles, particle size 
varied from 20-150 m and 50-250 m. respectively. TEM pictures of WPI loaded with 
lutein showed small spheres similar to those of WPI without lutein. Both SEM and TEM 
images show similar structures to corresponding WPI without lutein (Figure 6.9), which 
suggested that lutein might be embedded into whey protein gel structure. 
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Figure 6.6 SEM images of WPI: (a) original, (b) treated with 90% and freeze dried, (c) 
treated with 100% and freeze dried. 
 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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Figure 6.7 TEM images of WPI: (a) treated with 90% and freeze dried, (b) treated with 
100% and freeze dried, (c, d) gels treated with 100% ethanol at different magnification. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 SEM images of WPI: (a) treated with 90% and freeze dried, (b) treated with 
100% and freeze dried. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 6.9 TEM images of WPI: (a) treated with 90% ethanol and freeze dried, (b) treated 
with 100% ethanol and freeze dried, (c, d) gels treated with100% ethanol at different 
magnification. 
 
 
6.3.6 Raman spectra of lutein loaded WPI 
Raman spectroscopy was used to detect the presence of lutein in whey protein-lutein 
powders. Figure 6.10 shows a comparison between the spectra of whey protein and whey 
protein loaded with lutein. The Raman bands corresponding to WPI (Figure 6.10a) are: 
amide I band (∼1650 cm−1), amide II band (∼1550 cm−1), amide III (α-helix, ∼1320 cm−1), 
amide III (β-sheet, ∼1240 cm−1), 940 cm−1 (α-helix) and 960 cm−1 (α-helix), Cα–H bonding 
(∼1395 cm−1) (Blanpain-Avet et al., 2012).The Raman spectra of lutein (Figure 6.10b) shows 
two significant peaks at 1522 and 1173 cm
−1
 (Andreeva et al., 2011). All Raman bands in 
unloaded WPI samples were detected in the WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% 
ethanol. Also, two Raman peaks from lutein confirmed the presence lutein in the samples. To 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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eliminate the contribution of surface adsorbed lutein to the spectra, whey protein loaded with 
lutein powder was washed with solvents for lutein, 100% ethanol and ethyl ether (Craft and 
Soares, 1992). The washed powder showed peaks of lutein which indicated that lutein was 
entrapped in the WPI network (Figure 6.10c-6.10d). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.10 Raman spectra of: (a) WPI, WPI treated with 90% and 100% ethanol, (b) WPI 
loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% ethanol, (c) WPI loaded with lutein washed with ethyl 
ether, (d) WPI loaded with lutein washed with 100% ethanol. 
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Figure 6.10 Continue. 
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6.3.7 Color measurement for WPI loaded with lutein 
Lutein is not stable. It is normally degraded in the presence of light (Jorgensen and 
Skibsted, 1990). Color measurements on WPI loaded with lutein stored in and off the 
presence of light are shown in Figure 6.11. The yellowness of all samples decreased with 
storage time. The Hunter parameter b of WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% ethanol at 
week 0 was 48. It decreased to 37 and 35, respectively, for WPI loaded with lutein in 90% 
and 100% ethanol and kept in the dark. It decreased faster for the samples kept in the 
presence of light. In 100% ethanol, the degradation occurred relatively faster. The same trend 
was observed with the redness of samples, as monitored by the Hunter parameter a.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Color parameters a and b of WPI loaded with Lut-Saf in 90% and 100% ethanol, 
kept in dark and kept under light. 
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6.3.8 Re-dispersibility of WPI loaded with lutein  
Transmittance (%) of untreated WPI powder, WPI treated with 90% and 100% 
ethanol, and WPI loaded with lutein in 90% ethanol re-dispersed in water (0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 
g/ml) over 3 days is shown in Figure 6.12. Generally, transmittance (%) of WPI treated with 
90% and 100% were the highest, followed by WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% 
ethanol, and the untreated WPI powder, respectively. Transmittance for all samples, 
decreased when sample concentration increased. For untreated WPI, transmittance became 
lower over storage time for all measured concentrations. However, the transmittance was 
relatively constant for WPI combined with ethanol and WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 
100% ethanol.  
 
6.4 Conclusions 
A product consisting of lutein nanoscale droplets stabilized in a whey protein matrix 
was prepared in the lab. Lutein nanoscale droplets were prepared from lutein suspensions in 
safflower oil by sonication of diluted suspensions in 100% and 90% ethanol. Lutein 
nanoscale droplets were stabilized against re-aggregation by dispersing them in a whey 
protein gel. Lutein loaded gels were stabilized for storage by freeze-drying. The droplet size 
of lutein in 90% ethanol, measured by DLS, was 300 -500 and 120- 200 nm in 100% ethanol. 
TEM particle size of lutein in safflower oil was 5-200 nm. However, particle size of re-
dispersed lutein in water at pH 1 was 5-20 nm for lutein in 90% and 100% ethanol. SEM 
images of freeze dried gel particles of WPI and WPI loaded with lutein showed dense brittle 
particles for both samples. Raman spectroscopy confirmed the presence of lutein in freeze 
dried gels. The color of freeze dried gels of lutein loaded WPI degraded during five weeks of 
storage in the presence of light. Freeze dried WPI loaded with lutein readily re-dispersed in 
water and remained suspended over three days. 
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Figure 6.12 Transmittance (%) of re-dispersed: untreated WPI, WPI treated with 90% and 
100% ethanol freeze-dried powder, WPI loaded with lutein in 90% and 100% ethanol freeze-
dried powder, in water: (a) 0.01 g/ml, (b) 0.05 g/ml, (c) 0.1 g/ml. 
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APPENDIX A: SEM IMAGES OF ZEIN FILMS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.1 SEM images of S zein films pepared at 65˚C in 70% ethanol, dish side surface at 
different magnification. 
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Figure A.2 SEM images of S zein films pepared at 65˚C in 70% ethanol, air side surface at 
different magnification.  
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Figure A.3 SEM images of S zein films pepared at 25˚C in 94% ethanol, dish side surface at 
different magnification. 
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Figure A.4 SEM images of S zein films pepared at 25˚C in 94% ethanol, air side surface at 
different magnification.  
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Figure A.5 SEM images of PGI C zein films pepared at 65˚C in 70% ethanol, dish side 
surface at different magnification. 
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Figure A.6 SEM images of PGI C zein films pepared at 65˚C in 70% ethanol, air side 
surface at different magnification. 
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Figure A.7 SEM images of PGI C zein films pepared at 25˚C in 94% ethanol, dish side 
surface at different magnification. 
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Figure A.8 SEM images of PGI C zein films pepared at 25˚C in 94% ethanol, air side 
surface at different magnification. 
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